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College structure
undergoes facelift

Welcome to Eastern Kentucky University-home of The Eastern Progress

Opening remarks by Powell highlight
coming year^
By HOB IXII I AH

Managing Editor
We're the only business that has the
opportunity to start all over each
semester "
With that statement. Dr. J.C. PowelT.
University president, opened a luncheon press conference with Progress
editors last Friday speaking on what he
interpreted as highlights for the coming
school year
Powell explained that if the
University had a theme for the coming
year it would probably be "continuing
io improve the quality of teaching."
Hi- pointed out that "a fairly interesting year was ahead." and that the
coming school year would be the first
one with the full implementation of the
new academic reorganization.
An interesting year athletically."
was promised on the basis of last year's
highly successful football and
basketball teams, as well as football
coach Hoy Kidd s optimistic outlook for

the season, the first one ever
remembered by Powell.
Something else to look forward to.
according to Powell, would be the
University's expanded support for
women's athletics, as well as the face of
a new Lady Colonel basketball coach.
Speaking on enrollment for the
coming year, Powell stated that
present figures indicated about the
same number of students as last year
would be attending the University in
one capacity or another.
He noted that dorm reservations
were roughly the same as th,ose of last
year, with an increase for men and a
slight decrease in the number of women
seeking to be housed on campus.
He termed the year additionally
interesting since it is an election year
where the next governor for the
Commonwealth will be elected and
whose office is extremely important to
any state university.
Emphasizing the conservation of
energy and President Carter's new
energy program. Powell noted mat

temperatures for the academic and
service buildings of the University will
"be maintained at 78 degrees for cooling
and 65 degrees for heating during the
coming year.
According to Powell, there will be a
few exceptions to the new policy such as
computer
rooms,
where
the
manufacturer of the equipment
stipulates a certain level that the
temperature must be maintained in
order for the proper operation and
functioning of the machines.
Under the new program, the
University will also be heating water at
105 degrees instead of its normal 120
degrees in all facets except the food
services and operations which are
exempt from the regulation.
Powell called attention to the EKU
Foundation, a corporation that exists
outside of the university system, which
recently approved the awarding of 100
scholarships which would be available
to freshmen Kentuckians who show
high academic promise.
Twenty five of the scholarships have

been awarded this year on the basis of
two per college and seven at large.
The scholarships are worth J1000 a
year and are redeemable for four years
if the individual achieves a 3.5 GPA or
above each year.
Mentioning the problem of the
University heating plant which needs
the adding of additional filters to bring
it in compliance with EPA standards,
Powell stated that the engineers have
finished plans for the slate-financed $1
million project and they are currently
out for bid.
He indicated that the project would
probably be under construction
sometime late next spring and added,
"Everything with respect to the
project is proceeding on schedule."
On the addition of the new instant
teller placed on campus at the side of
the Keen Johnson Building by the State
Bank and Trust Co.. Powell said that it
was the bank that approadied the
University in regard to placing the
facility on campus.
ISM
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the colleges and departments and to
improve their natural cohesiveness
The University has reorganized its
The "criteria for reorganization reflect
academic college structure and ina commitment to increase the opcreased the number of its colleges from
portunities for improvement of the
seven to nine, effective July I.
academic programs." the Council said.
The Hoard of Regents last year apThe Board considered the proposals
proved the merger of the academic
for their impact on the general
departments of the College of Arts and
education program, the major
Sciences and Central University
programs of study, student advising,
College, creating from them three
the interdisplinary program, quality of
colleges.
instruction, faculty development, and
The Board also, acting on recomresources utilization
mendations by the University Planning
The Planning Council members are
Council which the Board created in
President J.C. Powell; Dr. John D.
1977. elevated the School of Health.
Rowlett. vice president for academic
Physical Education. Recreation and
affairs: Dr Charles H Gibson, dean of
Athletics to college status
the Graduate School: Dr. Joseph SchThe new colleges created from the
wendeman. dean of the Office of Unmerger are the College of Natural and
dergraduate Studies, and two associate
Mathematical Sciences, the College of
vice presidents. Dr Clyde Lewis,
Social and Behavorial Sciences, and the
former CUC dean and Dr Frederic D.
College of Arts and Humanities
Ogden, dean of the College of Arts and
Under the reorganization, the
Sciences.
Department of Military Science and the
The new deans and chairmen of
Department of Mass Communications
departments are as follows:
were transferred to the College of
College of Applied Arts and
Applied Arts and Technology The
Technology: Dean. Dr
Kenneth
Department of Learning Skills, forHansson. Fitzpatrick 301; Chairmen:
merly in Central University College, is
Agriculture. Dr Dwight Barkley;
now a unit of the Office of the Dean of
Home Economics. Dr Betty Power;
Undergraduate Studies.
Industrial Technology and Education,
The Hoard in January, 1978, directed
Dr. Clyde Craft; Mass Comthe Planning Council to implement the
munications. James Harris; Military
reorganization of the University's
Science, Col Hollls Roberts.
academic structure during an 18-month
College of Allied Health and Nursing:
period, which included selection of
Dean. Dr. David Gale. Rowlett 202;
deans and associate deans for the new
Associate Dean. Charlotte Denny;
colleges and academic program
Chairmen: Associate Degree Nursing,
evaluation
Paulina Sloan; Baccalaureate Degree
The academic departments in the
Nursing (acting) Dr. Edith Brocker,
new colleges under the reorganization
Emergency Medical Care, Dr. Thomas
include:
Hammack;
Medical
Assisting,
Collef/eof Natural and Mathematical
Margaret Thurman; Medica" Records,
Sciences - Departments of Biological
Everlena Holmes, Occupational
Sciences,
Chemistry,
Geology,
Therapy. Dorothy Jeffrey
Mathematical Sciences, Natural
College of Arts and Humanities:
Science, and Physics.
Dean. Dr John Long. Keith 121;
Colleges of Social and Behavorial
Associate Dean, Dr. Jim Iibbey;
Sciences - Department of AnChairmen: Art Dan Shindelbower;
thropology, Sociology and Social Work.
English. Dr Robert Burkhart; Foreign
Geography. History. Political Science.
Language, Dr. Charles Nelson;
Psychology, and Social Science.
Humanities, Dr Ann Brooks; Music,
College of Arts and Humanities •-Art.
Dr (^orge Muns; Philosophy, Dr J.
English.
Foreign
Languages.
Robert Miller; Speech and Theatre
Humanities. Music. Philosophy, and
Arts. Dr Richard Benson
Speech and Theatre Arts
College of Business: Dean. Dr.
The Planning Council said its
Howard Thompson, Combs 317:
recomn.endations were made to in(Saa Coltaga. paga 201.
crease the administrative efficiency of

Coed suffers injury
Listed in satisfactory condition at
Pattie A. Clay Hospital is University
senior Sherri Rucker who was struck by
an auto during a rainstorm late Monday
evening as she was crossing Park
Drive.
Rucki?r, 20. was hit by a car driven by
Michael Watts. 21. 241 S Porter Ave.,
Apt 4, and suffered a fractured pelvis
She was reportedly thrown 12 feet from
the poir it of impact at the intersection of
Park Drive and a service entrance to

Martin Cafeteria, according to Tom
Lindquist. director of Public Safety and
Security Watts was traveling west on
Park Drive when the accident occurred
approximately at 11 18 p.m
Rucker, a senior special education
major, is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Charlie Rucker of Fort 'Lauderdale,
Fla. She is a resident of McGregor Hall.
The accident remains under investigation. No citations have been
issued

pan. 201

Four arrested

Property recovered by
campus security
HvtilNNV EAGER
Editor

any students who were the victims of a
robbery and who had not filed a report
with security should do so immediately.
A fairly adequate description or a bill
of sale or receipt is required as proof of
ownership, said Linquist and the
property cannot be returned until after1
the four men have been tried as it is
used as evidence.

About $2600 worth of personal
property was recovered by the Diyision
of Rublic Safety and Security this
summer from the homes, of three
University employees.
According to Thomas Lindquist.
director of public safety and security.
According to lindquist the majority
"We got information from a source that
of the items were taken from Todd Hall.
!«->•% ided us with sufficient information
i" liegin an investigation and led to the
Goolsby said, "None of this equip• ill i mate arrest of four University
ment had been engraved and we don't
employees.''
know if this was intentional on the part
The alleged stolen property was of the suspects or not."
found in three of the men's houses and
the first arrest occurred around July 18, •
1979 The four men were custodians and
were scheduled to appear before the
grand jury yesterday.
The recovered property lncl'J*?
items such as televisions, stereos, ckx*
radios, carculators, luggage and
various other personal Hems.
,
John Oootsby. safety *•£■*<■
criminal investigations, said that he did
have reports relating to some of the
items "What's left is what hasn't been
reported.'' added Lindquist.
He and Goolsby both stressed that

The fact that the equipment was not
ingraved with some sort of idem"
tification is unfortunate, added Lindquist. because if a social security
number is present on the goods, it is
easy to tind the owner.

"Without that information it can be
almost impossible to return the
-property," he continued. Students may
engrave property through the program.
Operation Identification which is
sponsored by security.
Each semester engraving equipment
is made available to all dorm residents
and these programs will be starting this
semester within the next two weeks

Periscope
Head about • vary uniqua University
atudant In the atoty by Feetures
Editor. Brian BWr on paga 3 Eluibsth
Clubb. the atudant. it a nuraing major
who e> completely deel and he. been
aince birth
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Officer Pat /alone (left) -and Sgt Joe Perkins, assistant
supervisor, are checking on some personal property which
was recovered from the house of a University custodian The
items pictured have all been claimed by the owners but.

according to Thomas lindquist, director of public safety and
security, there is about $2600 worth of property which has had
no reports filed by the owners? Any student who was the
victim of a theft is encouraged to file a'report with security.
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Editorials
Defaulted loans may

Growth
begins
again

reflect on loan applicants

The start of a new semester is a
time of year when many students are
busy securing and collecting various
loans which aid them in paying for
their college education.
One of the many types of student
financial aid is the National Direct
Student Loan (NDSL) and sadly
enough it is one that some students
default on after leaving school.
For the. 1977-78 academic year the
University had a 14.4% default on
these loans which is one of the better
averages. The national norm is a
20.4% default for public 4 year
institutions and the University is well
under that as is the state of Kentucky
with an average default of around
17%.
Exact figures for the 1978-79
academic year are not available at this
time but according to Earl Baldwin,
controller and Herb Vescio, director
of student financial aid, the default
will, in all probability be under 10%.
Perhaps one important factor in
this significant decrease is the
incentive provided by the department
of Health, Education and Welfare
(HEW).
For any institutions who do not
bring their default rate to 10% or less
or at least reduce it by 25%, their loan
allocation will be cut for the 1979-80
school year.

The total amount of money
available for University to loan is
arrived at by a series of steps. For this
year $474,080 from the Federal
Capitol Contract is matched by the
University's money, then any money
left over from last year is added to
that sum and finally any money which
has been collected is added to achieve
the final sum. This year the total is
$1,273,203.
However if the University's default
did not go under 10% the original
figure of $474,080 would be reduced.
Since the University probably will
not have to worry about this
happening, the loan default rate may
seem a trifle unimportant. But the
fact remains that people who need
and deserve a loan would perhaps be
deprived of one because a previous
recipient failed to repay a loan which
was lent to them.
There is no excuse for this
non-payment as the officials in charge
are more than willing to review each
case closely and individually.
Vescio said that in some cases a
reduction in the size of the loan
payments could be arranged or some
similar action for those recipients
who find it very difficult to meet the
payments.
During the tenure of. the loan

'Happy
fever*
*

Once again, it's that time of year
for "happy fever."
Another school year is upon us and
the campus has been .invaded by
happy students happy to be back for
another year of the happy life style
known all too well to the average
collegian.
Yes, it's true that everyone is
happy, but no one could be more
happy than the various members of
the University and town community.
For once more the bank vaults of
the fair city of Richmond, as well as
"the Campus Beautiful," have been
opened and money is changing hands
quicker than it takes Joe College to
down his favorite beverage.
Eastern's campus, as it does every
year at this time, has turned its
favorite color—green.
With the payment of tuition, dorm
rent, books, meal tickets, parking
permits, refrigerator fees, graduation
fees and even $2 for each change of
class schedule, green is certainly the
most abundant color around.
It's not hard to figure out why old
George Washington is the University's favorite President, now is it?
Cash registers are ringing like crazy
throughout the • campus and the
personnel manning the machines are
happy as larks with the dollar signs
growning bigger in their eyes with
each ring of the register.
"Let's se/, that'll be $250 for
tuition, $10 for the student activity
fee, $205 for your dorm room and
$12 for a parking permit," the gleeful
cashier informs the tearful and
poverty-stricken student.
"Wait a minute, you forgot to add
the meal plan to the total," observes
an alert University official, adding,
"That student has also lost his ID
card from last year which means
another $10, tut, tut."
"More money? I can't take it any
more," screams the money-fatigued
cashier as he passes out from sheer
happiness.
"Jack, man the register," orders
the Nixon-like University official
after spotting the collapsed cashier.
"Do it for the Gypper, uh I qacan
(upper, old J.C. and the rest of the
University boys," he roars.
My, ain't happiness grand.
Other signs of "happy fever" are
evident in other parts of the campus.
The Wells Fargo truck is going
back and forth to the University
Bookstore, where employees with
zombie-like smiles and crazed,
gleaming eyes watch students empty
shelves of products selling at'
suspiciously inflated prices.
But then, who wouldn't be happy if
one could sell a book for twice the
price it was bought for?
The fever, which has no cure,
travels on to other areas of the
campus where willing victims wait to
fall prey to the "natural high" that it
can provide.

Common Cents
Surprisingly, even the boys and
girls that wear the blue and green of
the University Division of Public
Safety and Security are no match for
it and are soon stricken.
Cars are towed away left and right
as officers issue ticket after ticket
with their ever dependable sense of
efficiency.
"That makes ticket number 30 for
me today and I still have seven hours
left on my shift," a security officer
bellows in a sinister and uncontrollable laugh.
"Boy, if I only got a commission
from all this. Hmmm, I wonder . . ."
Once the campus is saturated with
the fever and the happiness that it
creates, it slowly creeps into town.
Merchants are rolling in the streets
of Richmond laughing madl'y, while
the jingling sound of money falling
from their pockets onto the pavement
echoes throughout the town.
Erfthusiasm is everywhere.
"The students are back, the
students are back!!!" screams the
vending machine man, as he drives
madly through the streets of
Richmond in his truck, v/hich is
loaded down with machines that will
soon rob students of their loose dimes
and nickels, once installed in
residence halls.
Not even Paul Revere, could be as
enthusiastic.
Again, more familiar dialogue.
"We havg special discounts foi
students .... That's only $10.99 91. .
You get $1 off if you have a coupon .
. . . Students welcome .... Have a
nice day??????"
The fever soon seeps into the
downtown bars, which once again are
full of happy students guzzling down
"happy juice" being sold to them at
"happy hour" prices.
Happy students returning to
campus from downtown always
manage to keep the local law
enforcement agencies and courts
extremely happy.,
It's funny, but $37.50 for public
intoxication, as well as fines for DWI
and other rowdy offenses, add up to
quite a tidy sum.
So, like the beginning of every
school year, everyone concerned is
happy—the University community,
the town merchants, and the local law
enforcement agencies and courts.
You won't find a happier group of
individuals unless you visited Fort
Knox.
,
But, what of the students?
Why, they're the main reason for
all of this genuine happiness in the
first place.
And isn't that what makes life
worth living anyway-making other
people happy?
So, welcome back students and
may George Washington bless you
all, uh I mean God.
On second thought, maybe I was
right the first time.
I

recipient's stay in college no
payments are due and no interest
builds on the loans.
The NDSL are unique in that they
require no collateral but applicants
are required to fill out extensive
forms and they must go through 2
interviews, one when entering the
University and one when leaving.
After the loan recipient leaves the
University there is a 9 month grace
period in which no interest acmes and
no payments are due, after this
payments of $30 a month are due
quarterly. So actually, the first $90
payment is due about one year after
the recipient leaves college.
With these reasonable payments
and the fact that other arrangements
can be made if the payment cannot be
met, it is surprising that any students
at all default. But the facts remain —
- 840,000 people had defaulted by
mid-1978 on $702 million worth of
loans.
- In Kentucky alone 13,680 people
defaulted by mid-1978 on $10 million
worth of loans.
Nevertheless it does continue to
happen, people hold out on the
University and in turn this loss is
passed down to other loan applicants
who must be refused because of lack
of funds.
However, there is a vigorous
attempt to collect on defaulted loans.
Three steps are taken by the
University when a loan is past due.
First, normal billing processes are
tried, such as letters and phone calls
to remind the person about the due
By DON MCNAY
payment. One major problem in this
Staff Writer
area is the fact that after leaving
college these people are very mobile
For many years, suitcasing was a
and it is hard to keep a current way of life at Eastern. Every Friday
address.
afternoon large numbers of students
The second step is when the would pack up and leave not to be
University turns over all loans which seen until Monday. The University
they have failed to collect to a acknowledged this as a way of life
collection agency. This is an outside and did little to accommodate the
firm which has been approved by the people that stayed for the weekends.
state to collect student loans.
A vicious circle ensued as students
The final step is the reassignment didn't stay on weekends because there
of the defaulted loans back to the was nothing to do and the University
federal government. In this case the did not schedule activities on
loan is removed from the University's weekends because there were not
record and is, in essence, as if it never enough students to partake in them.
existed.
Now ever-increasing gas prices and
It is true that a 10% or less default the possibility of fuel shortages may
signifies that about 90% of the loan bring suitcasing to an end. It is now
recipients are repaying. But even time for the entire University
though this is cheerful news it does
community to make preparations for
not excuse the other 10%.
This year the loan allocation stays a time when more people will be. on
intact. But what about other years? campus during weekends.
What if the default rate rises and
The University administration has
allocations are cut?
the
major responsibility in planning
Perhaps the defaulters do not
realize that they may be preventing a more weekend activities. The Univerperson's attending college, but the sity must do more to make facilities
fact remains that in the long run that available for a longer period of time
is exactly what happens.
on weekends. Facilities such as the

Less suit casing
may spark more fires

Crutches manifest
themselves in smoky
ways
Just a word about cigarettes--not
about smoking but about cigarettes.
Those persons who do not smoke and
who have never smoked perhaps do
not realize the importance of a
cigarette.
Cigarettes are not a habit; they are
a crutch.
Besides the physical addiction
which prevents most smokers from
kicking the habit there is a
psychological addiction which is
probably in many ways more binding
than the tar and nicotine levels are.
During periods of heavy stress,
tension and nervousness people need
something to rely on and cigarettes
are more than likely the crutch which
is used the most during these times of
stress.
For a detailed look at how this
psychological addiction most likely
works on humans take this hypothetical situation:
A man is waiting for a blind date in
a restaurant. Trying not to appear
anxious, out-of-place or nervous he
casually lights up.
It gives him something to do (he
just can't sit and do nothing), it takes
up time while he waits and, in his
mind, it makes him look nonchalant.
But the cigarette is gone amazingly
fast and he now has no crutch. But,
he thinks, if I light another one
someone might think that I'm a chain
smoker. But he can't just sit and do
nothing (it doesn't FEEL right) so he
lights another cigarette and anyone
who is paying attention thinks that he
is a chain smoker.
(Time out here fc- a note about

how long a cigarette lasts. It seems as
if many of the cigarettes which are
intended to take up time and emit
nonchalance are surprisingly short.
But there are times when • the
cigarettes seem to be longer than
usual also. Like when a smoker is
waiting to enter a movie theatre until
after the cigarette is finished. Who
knows how many beginnings of
movies have been missed by smokers
trying to get as many puffs as they
can before they must enter the
non-smoking area.)
Back to the scenario where nerves
are causing the man to lean heavily on
the crutch.
After the girl arrives he casually
lights a cigarette to dispel any
first-meeting tension. Once over that
hurdle with the help of the crutch he
must hobble through with the
small-talk cigatette, the between
courses cigarette, the after-dinner
cigarette and probably countless
others to get him through the evening.
At one point he thinks, 'I'm really
smoking a lot, I hope she doesn't
think I'm a chain smoker." And she
is thinking, "He's a chain smoker."
This is an example of how
cigarettes are sometimes used not to
relieve physical addiction but to
support a psychological addiction.
The ironic thing is that during the
climbing of nervous tension from the
psychological addiction to smoking,
the physical habit is more than likely
getting worse and worse.
It is a vicious circle from tension to
crutch to tension to crutch to ... .

Begley Building, Alumni Coliseum
and pool and even the library
(especially at exam time) should be
open longer hours than they arc
presently.
In the past activities like concerts,
dances and other special functions
were rarely scheduled on weekends.
One cannot blame the University for
this problem as- not enough people
were staying on campus to justify
this. In the fume, with more students
on campus, it would provide for more
enjoyable weekends if more student
activities were scheduled.
Like it or not, suitcasing. is at the
end of an era. It wiH soon be too
expensive for students to waste
precious fuel going home every
weekend. The University must begin
to provide weekend entertainment
now, before the school falls too far
behind other schools.
Not preparing for a future without
suitcasing could have serious consequences for the University. Potential
recruits will be less likely to consider
the school if entertainment is not
provided. Weekend entertainment is
pertinent to the current student body,
and will grow in importance in the
future. The University must be ready
for a time when it sheds its image as a
suitcase college.

Ginny Eager
Jim Thomason
Rob Dollar.
Robin Pater
Brian Blair.
Donna Bunch.
Jeff Smiley.
Janet Jacobs.
Markita Shelharae
David Miller.
Betty Ann Coins

Another school year has begun and
with this one beginning come many
more beginnings. A familar beginning
for returning students and for the
incoming freshman an entirely new
beginning.
For these freshman this beginning
can be a frightening one or it can be
turned into a helpful start for their
college career. Some will not
complete four years, some won't evtL
finish this first year but even these
students will find this new beginning
an experience that they will cherish
just as their classmates who finish
four years of college will cherish it.
For the sophomores, juniors and
seniors who are returning to campus
the beginning isn't as drastic as it is
for the others. Perhaps they have
changed registration procedure one
more time and maybe that
pre-registered class was cancelled buj
all of this comes with the beginning of
another semester.
These college years will be precious
to the rookie as well as to the veteran
of college in just a few years. It is easy
to be impatient with the beginning
now because with it comes the hassles
of long lines, buying books and
various other things which have to be
done in the beginning.
But it will only take a few years for
the reminiscing to becojne memories
of all the happy times with the
not-so-happy times forgotten. .
College is a period of growth. For
the freshman the growing process has
'only just begun and for the others,
this year's beginning is only the start
of another growing season.
So many times these college years
are wasted and the students let them
slip away without gaining anything.
With this beginning of a new semester
should come the resolution to get the
most out of this year — not only in the
classroom but in the valuable
out-of-class experiences that each
student goes through.
And students should renew this
resolution with each new beginning.

Editor's
mailbag
Letters to the editor are welcome.
They should all be typed, less than
400 words and should contain the
writer's name, address and telephone
number. All correspondence should
be addressed to Editor, Eastern
Progress, Jones Building, Eastern
Kentucky University, Richmond,
Kentucky, 40475.
Any member of the University
community who is interested in
submitting any guest opinion articles
for publication should contact the
editor, phone 622-3106.
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News/Features

Elizabeth Clubb conquers
the adversities of a silent world
tne
^

By BRIAN HI.AIM
Byl

Features Editor
Notice to all Doubting Thomases the
I - Can - Do - It Theory is alive and well.
You want evidence?
Meet Elizabeth Clubb
Clubb is a 20-year-old nursing student
here at the University. (She transferred
from Transylvania.) Her story is one
that is better suited to the pages of a
hardbound book rather than columns of
newsprint.
But it is a story that should be told,
nonetheless.
There was a time slightly more than
20 years ago when doctors told
Elizabeth's mother, Rebecca, that her
first child, Sam, would be her last It
would not be medically possible for her
to have another baby, they said.
Not long afterward, she visited her
doctor to tell him that she thought she
was pregnant. The doctor was sure that
this couldn't be.
He was wrong. _
Months later, Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Clubb were the proud parents of a baby
girl, the baby girl they had always
wanted All was sugar and spice and
everything nice - until little Elizabeth
began walking.
"When she would walk away from
me, I would call to her," said Mrs.
clubb. "but she would just keep going
and wouldn't pay any attention."
Fearing that something was wrong.
Mrs Clubb took her 10-month-old
daughter to a doctor who assured her
that Elizabeth was fine.
He was wrong
As months passed. Mrs, Clubb
became convinced that Elizabeth
Elizabeth Clubb. a nursing major from Fisherville. who is deaf, chats with
.kihn. her younger brother, in the McGregor lobby. Elizabeth, a transfer
student from Transylvania University, taught herself to lip-read at an early
age She learned to speak at age four. She has managed to overcome her ban
rticapp I hrough her faith in God and the encouragement of her mother

Coffee
house

t

H

Commonwealth Hall is sponsoring a
musical coffeehouse open to the
campus on Friday. August 24 beginning
at 11 00 on the second floor Musicians
featured are Denver Collett and Keith
Daly

Views from a
gray
weathered
fence post

wasn't fine. At the stage where most
children learn to talk, Elizabeth was
still making unintelligible sounds. The
doctors said to be patient.
And so they waited
In the meantime, another child, John
(who is also a University student) was
born. By that time, Elizabeth was two.
Her parents then took her to the Speech
and Hearing Clinic in Louisville to find
out why she wasn't talking.
A sensitive, caring therapist, Dr.
"Patterson, worked with Elizabeth
several times per week. She gave the
child the moral support she needed. By
age four, Elizabeth began to speak
It wasn't until a year later that
doctors finally confirmed what Mrs.
clubb had thought all along - Elizabeth
was deaf. But she communicated by
teaching herself to lip-read.
Doctors were doubtful that she would
be able to live a normal life. For instance, one said she would never attend
a regular public school.
He was wrong.
She did just that, although she did
require some extra attention in the first
grade But this was eased by the fact
that her first-grade teacher was her
very own mother, who now teaches at
Jane Hite Elementary School in Middiet own .
Elizabeth has had more than her
share of doubting doctors in her life.
One said she would never be able to get
a job. Another went so far as to Suggest
that the best place for her was aff.Tnstitution.
They were wrong.
She has had several jobs. The most
recent one involved selling tickets at
the drive-thru booths at the Kentucky
State Fair last week
Later, when Elizabeth was in the

The
University's
agriculture
department is offering three evening
classes this fall that may be of interest
to farmers

The agriculture courses offered are
AGR 243. Agriculture Sociology. AGR
373; Animal Disease; and AGR 310.
Principles of Farm Management All

People Poll
Will the energy problem and the high cost of gasoline have any effect on
whether or not you go home more on the weekends this year?

(Photos by Steve Brown)

Every So Often

r

The prejudices even spread to Sun-

day mornings. When some of the
pahshoners at their church discovered
that Elizabeth was deaf, they refused to
sit near her Similar incidents occurred
at the University this summer when she
was on campus for classes
Somehow, though, she remains
unaffected by it all She is not one given
to bitterness and grudges. In fact, the
painful experiences of the past seem
only to have bolstered her inner
strength
She looks back at the rejection by her
peers in elementary school with an
admirable sense of understanding
"Now that I'm older. I know they didn't
know any better. They were just kids,"
she said
And she smiles.
Despite all the hardships, are^here
any positive aspects to being deal''
She smiles again as her fingers
fumble with the hem of her skirt
"Yes." she answers "Being able to
tune everybody out "
For now. though, she's busy tuning in
to what the future may bring,
especially regarding her hearing. She is
scheduled to visit the Shea Eye. Ear.
Nose and Throat Clinic in Memphis.
Teiin on Aug 31 for a checkup Dr
John Shea, who has treated Elizabeth
for several months, will discuss a new
surgical procedure which could restorei
at least part of her hearing.
But even if that doesn't materialize,
she has her career plans to look forward to She hopes to get a degree in
microbiology after completing her
nursing studies.
"And who knows'' I'm still interested
ingoing into research, so I might try for
medical school in a few years." she
said
Yeah Who knows''

Ag, business offer evening classes

I

About half an acre of our property Well, having had ears of the same size
is filled with weeds nearly waist high. on either side of my head and not
At the lower lot line are a series of being able to hear well at all - you'd
gray weathered fence posts encircled think I was stone deaf, but that
in barbed wire. The other day while wasn't the reason at all for the open
trudging through this tall grass and mouth. I wanted to be heard.
Even as a youngster it was an
weed section with my husband to lead
the way, I stopped on each fence post adventure for my mother and dad to
to rest my weary body, by leaning on search around the whole neighborhood for me. They usually found me
my elbow.
What a view I encountered. The before too much time had elapsed. I
majesty of our creator at work spent so much of my free time
creating all this natural beauty for us climbing trees that grew right on our
to enjoy. It is any wonder we go far own property. Somehow, they could
and wide in our travels on this planet always see me if not hear me yelling at
to see the wonders of his creation and the top of my lungs.
often by pass the flowering meadows . One advantage I had was that my
and valleys adjacent to our own daily mother and father made a game out
of my outbursts of talking. They
living experiences.
We are surrounded with trees, spoke to each other in Norwegian
some of them much older than 1. many a day so it left me in a complete
They still are very beautiful and give fog for knowing that conversation to
shade to the weary who pass under carry on with them. I couldn't seem
their boughs. Beds of daisies in white to get the hang of the language, but
and soft yellow peek through the after a number of tries, thc>
thicket of high weeds. Queen Anne's . discovered that it was their pleasure
Lace is predominate in varied stages to try to teach me to say simple words
of development. Birds sing all day like guddie, meaning little girl, butter
long in the trees. They have created or smear, Gud dag. Good day and a
their own chorus line of melodious number of other words plus a
tunes unfamiliar to my ears, but not Norwegian family grace that was
to my very soul. It is pleasant to keep repeated by all members of the family
very quiet and listen attentively while but me.
Gails of laughter kept me at the
they sing. Letting things like weeds
and grasses go wild is very natural point of entertaining my parents with
and it seems to be a haven for the .my inability to say the words
more earth bound creatures such as correctly. They had a good time
crickets, grasshoppers, snakes and laughing at my errors, but I too
enjoyed it.
bugs of all kinds.
When I entered school there were
One of these days toward fall we
may get a machine in here to cut many young children that I became
down some of this overgrowth, but in friends with and throughout my
the mean time we have the pleasures entire school years we became the best
of enjoying our preliminary work on of friends. It wasn't till I was a senior
landscaping the front and back yard in high school that 1 recall the
near our home. A view from the deck quotation that was written on the
can still be enjoyed as it is from the class prophecy which said, "Will
Solvei's voiccjing through the ages as
gray weathered fence post.
it does through the halls?"
:
Since 1968 - my voice is ringing,
J»,.
I 'IT- . """*'
'
rung out, and ready to be rejuvenated
A great discovery was made in the in the school rooms of the University
year 1968. That was the fist as of Aug. 20. After 33 years of
re-awakening that I have allowed listening just to what I wanted to
myself to experience; I was born hear, I will once again re-enroll and
listen to what I hope to learn - The
with two cars and oae ■walk)
Does it sound right to you .thai I Art of Listening, so that I can once
have had my meuth open since the again live and learn - what I missed
first slap on the buttock at birth? in the first-place.

fourth grade, a doctor told her that it
would be impossible for her to keep up
with changing language patterns
without continuing therapy.
He was wrong.
That year marked the end of her
speech therapy. She had done fine since
and even studied French and public
speaking at Eastern High School. She
made an "A" in both subjects and was
graduated in the top 10 of her class
So much for the medical predictions
Now. as a nursing student, Elizabeth
has the chance to prove some highranking officials wrong - namely, the
justices of the Supreme Court.
(In June, the court ruled that a North
Carolina college was within its rights in
refusing to admit a hearing-impaired
woman - who lip-reads to communicate
- into its nursing program )
Elizabeth has a message for the guys
at the bench: "When somebody tries to
tell me that I can't do something, it just
makes me more determined to show
them "
And where does she get her deter
mination?
"I think it's from her." Elizabeth
said, motioning to her mother, relaxing
on the couch at their home near Middletown However, Mrs. Clubb cites her
daughter's deep-seated faith in God,
claiming that it has enabled Elizabeth
to smile through the frustration
There has been plenty.
Like the times when she was
ridiculed
by
her
fifth-grade
classmates', or. as a child, when the
next-door neighbor would kindly offer
ice-cream to her younger brother but
would ignore Elizabeth, presumably
because of her handicap

classes will meet in the A B Cart*
Building
Registration for these courses will be
conducted from 5 to 6 p.m Aug 23. 27,
28 and 29, and from 9 to 11 am
Saturday. Aug. 25.
Agriculture Sociology is a threecredit hour course offered from 6 to 8:30
p.m. on Wednesdays The class will
cover historical and present trends in
agriculture, processes of technological
development and how rural people
adapt to change. *
Animal Disease, a three-hour course,
will be taught on Thursdays from 6 to
8 30 pm This course carries a
prerequisite of six hours of animal
science. The treatment, prevention and
eradication of infectious and parasitic
diseases of farm animals will be
studitd
Principles of Farm Management,
another three-hour course, is offered
from 6 to 830 p m on Tuesdays. The
class will cover organization and
management of farms, cost of
production, profits, types of farming,
soil management, cropping systems,
and livestock enterprises.
These courses are among more than
300 evening classes being offered this
fall at the University For more in

formation about the agriculture
courses or any of the evening classes,
contact the Admissions Office. Jones
Building, telephone 1606) 622-2106
The University's College of Business
is offering evening classes this fall for
students interested in business
operations and secretarial skills
The business classes. GBU 300.
Business Law I, GBU 304. Legal En
vironment of Business; MGT 320.
Personnel Administration; and MGT
330. Small Business Management, will
be tauRht in the Bert Combs Building
■andoffer three hours of undergraduate
credit Students wishing to enroll must
have a junior standing or have approval
of the instructor
The secretarial skills classes being
offered are OAD 115, Beginning
Shorthand; OAD 151. Beginning
Typing; and OAD 152 Intermediate
Typing. These classes will also be held
in the Combs Building.
Registration for these courses or any
of the more than 300 evening classes
offered at the University will be from 5
to 6 p.m on Aug 23. 27. 28 and 29 and
from 9 to 11 am
For further information about these
courses, contact the University Admissions Office at 622-2116

The Doctor's Bag
by Coles Raymond, M.D. ^jjl

iMille/
4
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Debbie Blalr. junior, music
education. Waynesburg.
"Well. I probably will be riding
with someone else, so it won't effect
me that much. I live just an hour's
drive from here and that really isn't
that far to drive."
Carol Merrid, Jaafcar.
tot a processing. Berea.

electronic

"Well. I'm from Bcrea and being
from there it really wouldn't effect
me that much."

Jim Graf, freshman, business
management. Portsmouth, Ohio.
"Yeah. I plan on staying here
more often than I wanted to on the
weekends."

Diana
Miller. Junior,
relations. Louisville.

public

"I thmk it will definitely make
more people stay on campus on the
weekends, including me."
*

Va-rroomm! Here comes a Honda
down Kit Carson Drive. There's a
slim blonde on the back, hanging on
to the bearded driver, and their
helmets shine.
What's this? They're wearing long
white coats! They have stethoscopes
round their necks!
Va-rroomm! Our two new doctors
sweep up to the Rowlett Building, and
we at student health welcome them
aboard.
Let me introduce them to you (that
really was the way they arrived!).
They are a young married couple,
named SOCIALLY Dr. and Ms.
Kokernot (the t is silent). Professionally, Ms. Kokernot keeps her maiden
name,, and is Dr. Gilchrist. While
this may simplify things in the office.
I want to make it abundantly clear
that the reason Dr. Kokernot is
''shacking up with Dr, Gilchrist is.that
they are MARRIED. 1 hope thit also
simplifies things on the social level.
In the larger universitities it is a
definite trend that young doctors are
going into student health as a lifetime
calling, and that is what we are seeing
in this instance. In the past, almost all
Student Health doctors were creaky
old retreads, but we are fortunate at
Eastern to have added youth and
energy and very up-to-date training to
our staff.
I
Dr. Bruce Kokernot was born in
Lexington, Kentucky. He graduated
from Dartmouth College, studied at
the University of Munich in Germany, and served three years in the
Peace Corps. He then worked for the

U.S. Consulate, Istanbul. Turkey. So
he was mature and seasoned when he
went to medical school at the
University of Minnesota, On graduation he interned at Minneapolis and
has been in private practice since
then.
Dr. Wendy Gilchrist was born in
Canada, and was naturalized as a
U.S. citizen in 1968. She graduated
with a major in biology after
attending the University of Colorado
and Bethel College, St. Paul,
Minnesota, and then went on to earn
an MA in zoology from the
University of Minnesota in Minneapolis. She then earned her MD from
the University of Minnesota Medical
School, interned at the University of
Utah, and has just completed her
Obstetrics and Gynecology residency
at St. Paul-Ramsey hospital in St.
Paul, Minnesota.
v
So there you have it - complete
training, seasoned backgrounds, age
early thirties.
In addition to their Honda, they
have a canoe - their hobby being
white water canoeing, which strikes
me as a rather full-blooded amusement!
Dr. Gibbs and I hope we are
adequate avuncular or father figures
but now we have broken the age
barrier, and have provided big
brother and sister figures at student
health. I think it's great, and I bet you
will too!
Dr. Kokernot and Dr. Gilchrist
(and Dr. and Ms. Kokernot) welcome
to Eastern!
■
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Regents approve master's in nursing
BvDEANHOl.T
SUff Writer
A proposal for the establishment of a
master of science degree prograRr in
nursing was presented to the University's Board of Regents during their
August meeting Approval of the
program made Eastern (he third
Kentucky university with a masters
program in nursing
The establishment of the program
was cleared by the council on Academic
Affairs and the Faculty Senate. Before
any courses oriented towards masters
degrees could begin, the University's
proposal must be approved by the
Kentucky Council on Higher Education
On a recommendation by Larry M.
Westbrook, Assistant director for Fire
Sufetv. the regents considered two acts

establishing mandatory rewards fa
students giving information concerning
persons tampering or damaging fire
safety equipment and publication of
University policy on the issue in both
the student handbook and campus
living handbook
The reward amounts would be
determined by President J.C. Powell
and
based
on
circumstances
surrounding
the
incident.
The
maximum reward would be $100.
Peat. Marwick. Mitchell and Company were choosen to make a computer
needs assessment for the University
and make recommendations concerning future planning for meeting
computer needs of the University
increased amounts of reporting
requirements to the Council on Higher
Education, state government and

federal agencys along with Increased
university size are reasons for the
analysis being conducted, regent officials said
A report was given to the regents
concerning the Kentucky Governors
School of Arts, conducted at Pioneer
Playhouse in Danville. The University
was a sponsor of the program during
Fiscal Year 1979 and was considering
participation in the program next
summer.
Designed
to
provide
education and training in drama, the
program was open to high school
students and public school teachers in
the state
Academic credit was given to those
high school teachers enrolled in the
program from the Department of
Speech and Theatre Arta.
In other business, the board: hired

Charles L Hilton as professor and
chairman of the Department of
Business Administration; Robert C
Morris, professor and chairman of the
Department of Geology; Dr. Stanford
L Jones, named chairman of the
Department of Biological Sciences;
Mrs Elaine C. Caldwell. recommended
as acting chairman of the Department
of Health Record Science for 1979-ao
and Dr Stephen A. Henderson, named
acting director of the Model Laboratory
School
- Approved guidelines for the formulation of a 1900-82 budget.
-- Received proposals for construction during 1980-82. Am
% the 14
suggestions were ones for .
athletic
field house and fire science labratory
facility. Along with the other
suggestions, total construction cost was
estimated at S27.3 million.

J

Writers
wanted

Writing positions on the staff of the
1979-80 Progress are now' open.
Although writing experience is helpful,
no journalistic experience is required of
a person in order to be a staff writer.
Through JOU 303, students staff writers
will be eligible for one hour credit.
Positions
in
arts,
sports,
organizations, news and features
writing are open.
Staff meetings are held each Monday
at 4:30 p.m in the Progress office,
located on the fourth floor of the Jones
Building Ginny Eager, editor, may be
contacted at 622-3106 for additional
information

Open 24 hours a day. State Bank and Trust Company's new instant teller will
bring convenience to the students and business to the bank. Tara Edward*, an
employee of State Bank, demonstrates the machine located on the side of the
Keen Johnson Building

Student teller opens Aug. 27

24-hour teller 'good for
bank, students, community'
ll\ I WK'I I \l (IKS

Pick
Taking a restful break from moving into his dorm is Doug
Keith, a sophomore from Mt Sterling Apparently this
sophomore had to catch some sleep before continuing the

task of carrying his gear up to his room
Kruchtrnichl)

(Photo bv Daag

City Editor
"Good for the bank, good for the
students and good for the community,"
is how State Bank and Trust Company's
Director of Marketing Dave Donaldson
describes the new instant teller system
which they have provided for the
University
Located on the side of the Keen
Johnson Building closest to Case Hall,
for reasons of security and accessability, the new instant teller will
be set up with play money this week for
demonstration purposes. The bank

currently plans to open it up for use
August 27
For students desiring to apply for an
instant teller card, an assembly line
will be set up in the Community Room
of the State Bank and at a service tent
on the By-Pass Tentative hours are
from 8 am to 4 p.m
Fifteen to twenty employees will be
pulled from other areas of the bank to
aid in this project. Free Pepsi and a
limited number of T-shirts will be given
away -during the week
According to President J C Powell,
the opportunity to open an instant teller

was extended to the other t^wo banks in
Richmond after State Bank's initial
request to open one, but currently
neither plans to take advantage of the
offer
By the end of the week. State Bank
will have spent around fSO.OOO for
equipment and services in this project
But Donaldson believes it will be money
well-spent. "It's costing us a lot of
money But right now not that many
students bank in Richmond and the new
Instant teller is expected to greatly
irV-rease that number."
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Beginning this fall the Progress
will accept political ads from
candidates in campus, local.
state and national elections.
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'Campus Beautiful' is in
the eyes at of the beholder
By ROBIN HATER
New* Editor

Transfer students and freshmen have
many first impressions upon beginning
their first year here on this campus.
Each new student is unique in his or her
background. Each one has a different
reason for being here, and each one has
varying anticipations of how the first
year will turn out.
On opening day of this new semster last Sunday -■ new students who poured
into Sullivan Hall to register were no
exception.
Pam Charles, a freshman recreation
major from Montrose, New York, can't
help noticing the southern accent which
many University students feature.
"When I came down here they told me I
wasn't going to understand anyone,"
Charles began, "but I like the way they
talk. People are really warm and
friendly," she answered. "My cousin
went here ... he was a physical ed.
major," said Charles, who looked as
schools with recreation majors In New
York. "Most of them were all phys. ed.
oriented and expensive. I'm just
wondering if it's going to be easy or
hard or what," Charles anticipated
about her classes.

Bumping buggies
and Sallee, however, found it helpful to make use of grocery
carts in their attempts Moving into the dorms on campus
began Sunday. Aug. 19.

Course set on self defeating behavior

The session will be held in the con-

"Hot," was freshman Kathy Haner's
first impression «of her first day at the
University. "I love the outside of the
dorm
the outside is beautiful When
I first saw the rooms, I almost
collapsed," Haner, a medical assistant
major from Louisville, answered. "I
don't know where everything is. I am
looking forward to classes - to see what
it's like and meeting new people," she
said.
A Dayton, Ohio native, Jamie North,
feels that the campus is "kind of small,
compared to other campuses." A freshman music major. North added, "I
haven't had much time for anything ...
I've been marching with the band."
Feeling a bit homesick and looking a
little teary eyed, Cindy Martin, a freshman theatre arts maior from

Lexington, said I think I'll be alright
in another hour." "Finding things."she
said will be her biggest stumbling
block. "I don't know where anything is - just the dorm and the student center,"
Martin replied. "And I don't know my
roommates yet." Martin said, not
concerned with the dilemma of being
tripled.
Sophomore Julie Hager chose this
University because she said that she
likes "the smaller campus" and
because she feels that there is a "higher
degree of education." A business administration major from Vine (irove.
Hager discovered this university since
her brother attends here "I like the
campus. It's very nice," said Hager, a
transfer student from Elizabethtown
Community College "I do think that
registration's pretty confusing for
transfer students because they don't
give any kind of orientation." she
commented.
"I think the campus looks great but 1
don't know if I can budget my money or
where my classes are or bow to meet
people," replied Gina Thomson, a
freshman art major from Lexington.
"I'm just going through rush to meet
people.'' she added " 1 do like it here
it's just getting over the cold feet and
butterflies."

Local restaurants fill up

"Hey, isn't that going to fit," Lisa Neff (right), a sophomore
from Louisville, seems to ask Cyndi Sallee. a sophomore
from Lexington These girls, like hundreds of others are
attempting to move into their rooms at McGregor Hall. Neff

Dr. Milton R. Cudney. creator of the
theory for elimination of -self-defeating
behaviors, will present a workshop on
"Eliminating
Self
Defeating
Behaviors" on Sept. 21 at the University.

"So far, I've run into lots of southern
hospitality," remarked Paula King, a
junior interpretive recreation, major "I
was looking at another school in
Massachusetts but it's too expensive,"
said King, who was referred to here
because "the curriculum is comparable " King, who is a transfer
student from Montgomery College in
Maryland, continued, "I think it's (the
campus) really pretty - what I've seen
of it "

ference room of the John Grant Crabbe
Library and the cost will be $21.00.
Currently, Dr. Cudney is professor of
counseling at Western Michigan
University.
The goal of the seminar is to help
participants leam how to rid them-

selves of unwanted defeating behavioi
patterns and how to live an increasingly
creative life as one is freeing oneself of
these behaviors.
For more information on the
program or for registration information, contact Lynn Vioght,
Wallace 103.

By JANETJACOBS
City Editor

The city of Richmond is quickly
feeling the effects of approximately
14,000 students returning to campus,
bringing with. them their need for
housing, clothing, daily essentials and
above all, for food.
Richmond restaurants are filling up
with students desiring big breakfasts,
quick lunches and late night (post
downtown)
snacks.
Various
restaruants around Richmond have
cited increases from 30 to 90 percent in
business over periods when students
are not in town

"Students always affect the business
tn this town," commented Karrol
Switzer, manager of Frisch's Big Boy.
"Of course, business is bound to pick up
when you bring jfl some 15.000 people "
Some restaurants, mainly fast food
and pizza places, draw the bulk of their
business from students' Sunday, the
first day dormitories opened, business
was up around 90 percent over the
preceding Sunday at Wendy's. Arby's
almost doubled their amount of employees to handle the school crowds
Other restaurants are not as
dependent of the student for business,
but definitely welcome the studqpts'
business. Cy Tavlor, manager of

Cracker Barrel, explained. "We
basically expect a fluctuation when the
students come to Richmond, but when
they leave in the spring tourists offset
the loss in business."
"Travelers keep us pretty busy when
school is out," commented McDonald's
Manager David Cravens
"But
everybody can feel the effects of the
students returning. Most businesses
should increase around 30 percent "
Whether great or small, most Richmond restaurants depend somewhat on
student business as the city itself is
dependent of students They are ex
pecting a change and welcome it
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it tastes better

US. 25
SOUTH
NEXT TO
CLARKMOORES
SCHOOL

LOOKING GOOD!

COMPLETE
DINNER

FRID CHICKEN

You'll Be looking Good In Clothes From Winneeke's

Includes:
3 Pieces HoneyDipped Fried
Chicken, Mash
Potatoes And Gravy
Cole Slaw And
One Hot ButterTastin Biscuit
Regular '2.40 Value

ALL DAY

New Junior Department
ALSO
look For Oar Fashions In

1

The Panhellenie Style Show

WEDNESDAY $179

Now Serving
Pure Hickory
Pit Pork
Bar-B-Q
Roastbeef
& Ham
Sandwiches

September Sth

Not Good In Combination
With Other Offers, Coupons
And Discounts.

Copyright 1977
Famous Recipe
Fried Chicken

barer Uttl, Unhwirh; She»ia| Ctr.

Jett B*l»» Batklai-Raabiat

Free Delivery 623-7752

Captain D's.
A great little seafood place.

You'll get good food
and honest value
at Captain D's

Now serving the best meal
between two "Bun's"!

At CaptainD's. you U find great 1>IK
portions of "Fish n Chips. Shrimp.
Chicken with Sweet n Sour sauce am!
more
all at a very reasonable price.
Stop by soon!

Subs are made with
Ham. Turkey. Corned Beef, Salami. Bologna, Cheese's.
Lettuce. Tomato, Potato Chips b Pickle, Any Way You Want'em

U.S. 25 South
(across from Lowe's)

Dairy Buffet AMyoaxm ear ft drink o*fy '3.09 11 am - 2.30PJH.
Free Defivery mom. - Wad. 11 a*. - /
lhurt. - Sat. 11 p.m. • 2 a.m.
*9w9ww.
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Gene Cotton heads fare of performers

Clubs swing
into action
All organizations wishing their activities to be announced in the Progress
-houlri submit (he information before
noon the Moiul.n prior to the Thursday
edition in which they want it published

(or more
Associlrlion

information

from

Lambda Sigma

Fashion Show
A fall fashion show featuring fashions
lor both men and women as well as
their hairstyles will be presented by the
I'anhellenic Association on Wednesday.
September 5. in the Keen Johnson
Ballroom at 8 p.m Admission will be
SI Anyone interested in being a model
lor the show should stop by Powell 128

Eastern Inc

the

The first meeting of the newly formed
I.HIIIHI.I Sigma Alumni Association will
be held Tuesday. August 28 at 8:30 p.m.
in the Powell Building. Conference
Room A

All organizations on campus are
' urged to send representatives to the
first meeting of Eastern Incorporated,
a new group which hopes to represent
all campus organizations The meeting
will be held Tuesday. August 28 in the
Kennamer Room of the Powell Building

Christian Athletes
All persons interested in the
Fellowship of Christian Athletes should
meet with them in the Powell Building.
Conference Room E on Wednesday.
August 29. at 7 30 p m

Bv DEAN HOLT
SUIT Writer

Ciruna Club
The Ciruna Club, an organization for
those interested in the United Nations
and international relations, will hold its
first meeting in Wallace 345 at 7:30 p.m
Monday. August 27

Students will be able to sample a
variety of different sounds and ideas
this semester as three pop music
groups, along with two lecturer* and
eight fine arts performers visit the
University
A concert featuring Gene Cotton will
get the pop music series underway
Sept 11 in Hiram Brock Auditorium
Josh White. Jr. will present a concert
in the Brock Auditorium on Oct. 15 at
7 30 p.m while Chuck Mangione will
appear in Alumni Coliseum on Nov. 7
Details on these two'concerts arevincomplete
*
Cotton', who has performed at the
University before, has recorded six
albums, including his latest. ^Save the

Dancer" which features a duet with
Kim Carnes in the song "You're a Part
of Me" along with performances with
l.arrie Londin. Kenny Buttrey. Joe
<>sbourne. Jack Williams and Shane
Keister.
The title for his latest album is attributed to one universal quality, Cotton
said. "After any major disaster or
tragedy, there is always someone
calling us to higher ground. I envision
this person as being a dancer or pied
piper who has plugged into the
awareness and laughter of each
generation I feel there is 4his dancer
quality in everyone of us." he continued.
His first top 40 single. "Sunshine
Roses" was released in 1974. Concert
tickets will be available Sept. 4 at the

information desk of the Powell
Building. Ticket price will be $2 for
students and $3 for others *
The
two
lecturers
currently
scheduled for the semester are Sir
Harold Wilson, on Sept 23 and Garry
Marshall (In Nov 5.
Fine arts performers will be diaries
Duncan on Sept
17. The Louisville
Ballet on Sept. 25. Jubilee on Nov. 13.
the University Singers from the
University of Cincinnati on Dec. 5.
Robert Guralnik performing "Chopin
Lives" on Jan 23, an evening with
Hodgers and Hammerstein on Feb 26.
The Aeolian Chamber Players on
March 5 and Keith Berger as a visitor
from outer space on March 26 All of the
performances will be at 8 p m in Brock
Auditorium
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This man is a paid
plasma donor.
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He represents one-third of all
blood donors In America.

'/lowers with a touch of class'
125 SOUTH 3RD

Apply in person.
Archie's Upper Crust
263 East Main Street
Richmond. Kentucky

623-0340
NEXT TO BUS STOP

COUPON SAVINGS

This Coupon Is Worth
An Additional

The Contact Lens Center

1

205 Geri Lane. Richmond, Ky.

$2.00

ECONOMY PLAN

Beside The Regular
Fee

Soft Contact Lenses

■ lo ■ •source*, Corp.

Single Vision Spheres
(Includes Cere Kit)

Hard Contact Lenses

BIORESOURCES
We owe him a debt of gratitude.
' •* , * tt'"*» e- itx M e-wfcrttry M\T\ SMUM r Hsnt« i rv^rtw i Ux Vw ptod^-»on a* a r+jrrt** al *%**, twd»d
product* tucfiM AtBUMT* - uMd #o» »w rakwi of short, and bum* rvHJNOCI OBCif - uwdhx
■r>*,'tim*» agswuw n**rxrt mump* pfffcjs—i imsiapoa. flh |D> - ufstd to I»T« MrusMMur at bsftft
to RH '•no*
Source PWw*x (Human) * «bo mM m products lor t» lilimw of htiietephiea «n tf» praductton of
aroupng and M»ng ***• u—d m Mood bsrw and hosp—fc and w\ pfoducaon al products tar o>esa> control
r ht. ..i •—.* K*fTvnn»og> «nrl rhim«y MbuitSjPM FO« iNfOtt-SATIOft CAtt
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292 S, Second St.,
Richmond, Kentucky
623-0641

(Spheres. Single Vision)

A

$

179 95

plus services

Semi-Flexible

-~'iar

f\f\t\f\
plus services

plus services

BRANDS
We have several brands of the leading man,acturers' of soft contact lenses
including Bausch and Lomb 5 >enses. Other contact lenses svailable ere:
GaS Permeable

BlfOCab)

X-ChrOm (to correct some forms of color blindness-while worn)

Lens replacement certificates ere available.
OPEN MONDAY-FRIDAY 9-6 SATURDAY 8 1

(Pleese Call Tor Appointment)

I23-W43 and 623-4267
VIM

and Amencard Accepted
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Richmond chosen
southeastern site
for solar energy program
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Thomas?
George Berry wailed and rested under a shade tree while his
wife helped daughter Barbara Berry, a sophomore from
Mason. Ohio, move into Burnam Hall. Berry, like many other

patient parents, not only help with the moving in but will help
with moving out again in spring

New editors/staff appointed
This year's Progress editors and staff
has already kicked-off the year with the
first issue of the semester today.
Editors, who were appointed at the end
of last year, held a workshop Friday,
Aug. 17 and met at a luncheon with
President J.C Powell
leading this year's staff of editors is
Ginny Eager, a 20-year-old senior
journalism major from Richmond. Two
years ago. she began as a staff writer
for the Progress Last year, first
semester.
Eager
served
as
organizations editor and became
features editor during the spring
semester.
Rnb Dollar, managing editor, has a
bachelor of science degree in law enforcement and is continuing this year to
work on a second major in journalism,
before entering graduate school.
Dollar. 22. from Hopkinsville. will also
write a column for the Progress entitled
"Common Cents "
Robin Pater. 19. will serve as news
editor of the Progress this year Pater.
a sophomore journalism major from
Fairfield. Ohio, was a staff writer first

semester last year and became
organizations editor during the spring
semester. *
Jim Thomason. business manager, is
a 23-year-old senior from Lexington. An
industrial technology major, Thomason
is in his third year as business manager
of the paper. Serving as assistant
business manager is Betty Ann (Joins
Goins, 21, is a senior public relations
major from Frankfort. She worked as a
staff writer for the Progress and in the
business area last year.
Serving as features editor is Brian
Blair. a sophomore journalism major
from Bards town Blair. 19, was a staff
writer for the Progress last year and
wrote sports features for Public Information. Blair will also write an
alternating column called "Every So
often "
Donna Bunch, 20, is a junior journalism
major
from
Willlamsburg. Bunch has been a staff writer for
the Progress the past two years.
Jeff Smiley, sports editor, is a
sophomore from Richmond. Smiley. 19,
was employed by the Richmond

Register last year He will write a
sports column entitled "The Bull-Pen "
Others on the staff include Markita
Shelburne. a sophomore English and
journalism major from Shelbyville.
who will be in charge of the supplements to the paper and the campus
calendar Janet Jacobs. 20. will serve
as city editor. Jacobs, a senior from
Dayton. Ohio, was a staff writer for the
Progress last year
Dr. Coles W Raymond will be
featured again this year as a medical
columnist, while Don McNay and Solvei
Loiiisf Nelson will write alternating
columns McNay. a 20-year-old political
science and journalism major from
Edgewood is a junior. McNay wrote
several features and news stories last
year Nelson, a resident of Richmond,
is a homemaker and mother of two: She
is returning to the University after a 33year absence from the classroom She
was formerly in elementary education.
Jon Nicholas, a sophomore art major
from I.cniisvillo and David Miller, a
senior graphic design major from
Ashland will serve as staff artists this
year

Style Shop
Tue*. - Fri. 10 am - 6 pm

Domino's Pizza is your
campus delivery specialist'
Domino's Pizza makes
only pizza This keeps
quality high and delivery
time short Fast, tree
delivery in 30 minutes
or less
Fact, tm* deUvory
119 S Collins
Phone: 623-7724
Oon't forget to ask
tor tree Pepsi!
Up to lour tree cups
with any 16" pizza,
and up to two tree
cups with any 12"
pizza. No coupons
necessary I

over 11.000 since 1957
Computerized tracking information
from NORAD's worldwide radar
network is received by the SDC in near
"real time" format. The orbital
analysists plot the present and future
positions of all satellites and predict the
general times and locations where they
might re-enter the Earth's atmosphere
But Skylab's 77-ton size prompted the
most extensive tracking operation of a
decaying object in history yAbout 36
hours before Skylab's jpiedicted reentry. 28 sensors were tracking the
ghost ship, providing 600 daily observations.
At the Space Defense Center, orbital
analysts watched for the slightest
deviations
in
Skylab's orbital
characteristics to provide valuable
clues about the satellite's decay. When
its life expectancy was reduced to
minutes, the falling space laboratory

Anyone interested in being involved
in the program, or anyone desiring
further information about the program
or solar energy is asked to contact Dr.
Janet Patton. Political Science
Department.
Eastern
Kentucky
University. Richmond. Kentucky
Phone number 622-1180 or 622-5931

was tracked by radar at Ascension
Island until the site there reported a
loss of signal
After all of NORAD's tracking data
was analyzed, the Space Defense
Center provided its final Tracking and
Impact Prediction. Skylab had
"decayed in the Earth's atmosphere"
over southwestern Australia "at 12:37
p.m. Eastern Daylight Time, plus or
minus two minutes."
Since Skylab was hurling forward at
over 300 miles per minute on re-entry,
the footprint for possible suviving
debris covered a 1,200 mile long path.
The decay time was within 11 minutes
of NORAD's one-hour predicted decay
time, representing an unusually high
degree of accuracy in the imprecise art
of predicting space object reentry The
Space Center predictions are usually
proven correct 95 out of 100 times. This
was another of those times.
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•weddings
•graduation
• portraits
•passports
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•composites
•groups
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•instant
photos

Open Monday-Saturday 10 to 9 Sunday 1:30 to 5:30

UNIVERSITY SHOPPING CENTER
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•gifts
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Captain William M. Mangus. Chief,
Space and Missile Warning Training
Division with the North American Air
Defense Command's Space Defense
Center deep inside Cheyenne Mountain
near Colorado Springs, Colo., was part
of the team that for almost seven
months kept an around-the-clock vigil
on Skylab's vital signs.
Mangus. who graduated from the
University in 1971 with a bachelor of
science degree in industrial technology,
points to the spot where the spacecraft
plummeted back to Earth on the 11th of
July at 18.000 miles per hour with its
debris landing harmlessly in the Indian
Ocean and sparsely populated areas of
Australia.
Tracking space objects is routine to
the Space Defense Center's orbital
analysts ~ they're currently tracking
more than 4,600 manmade objects
orbiting the Earth and have catalogued

On Your Total Purchase With This Coupon
What A Welcome Back Gift From the Dept Store In Richmond
Students Must
III
Have Valid EKU IJL
1^. mJt I T
„
- ""^ I /\
*
Coupon
Signature:

Sat. 8 am - 12 noon

Gas, and Sewage Works; David
Williams, former Richmond Community Development Director; and Dr.
Vance Wisenbaker. Chairman and
Professor of Anthropology Sociology,
and Social Work, also participated in
developing ihe proposal.
The Oak Ridge National Laboratory,
operated by Union Carbide Corporation.
Nuclear Division, in
fulfillment of responsibilities to the
Department of Energy (DOE),
requires
that
community-level
technology assessment for solar
technologies be carried out in selected
communities in various regions of the
United States The first community
chosen was for the Northeast U.S., a
three-county area centered in Corning,
New York The second was Richmond,
the experimental community for the
Southeastern US The third was Kent,
Ohio as the Midwest site.

University graduate tracks
spacecraft

mi

No Appointment Necessity. 1507 East Main
Bring In this Ad For A Free Shampoo
Hours:

with possible solar energy alternatives.
Members of the Task Team that
developed the proposal submitted to the
Oak Ridge National Laboratory were:
Joe Ballou. Superintendent of the Richmond Water. Gas. and Sewage Works;
Dr. George E. Campbell. Associate
Professor of Social Science; Dr. Romeo
E. (artier Civil Engineering Consultant; Dr. Jerry Faughn. Professor of
Physics; Alfred Forsyth, Media
Specialist; Dave Graham, former City
Manager of Richmond. Mrs. Connie
Lawson. General Sales Manager of Don
Foster and Associates; 'Mrs. Marilyn
Long, Certified Public Accountant; Dr.
Ronald L. Marionneaux. Chairman and
Professor of Geography; Dr. Janet
Patton. Assistant Professor of Political
Science; and Dan Reynolds, Assistant
Vice President of State Bank and Trust
Company.
Joe Rosselot. Project Manager for
the
Kentucky
River
Foothills
Development Corporation; Dr J. Allen
Singleton. Chairman and Professor of
Political Science; Charles Tramel.
Production Manager of the Exide Industrial Battery Division; Dr Richard
Vance. Associate Professor of Political
Science; David Warner. Assistant
Superintendent of the Richmond Water,

WELCOME BACK STUDENT
COME TO BRITTS AND SAVE

Looking for a place that you
can count on for a good haircut?

BoUby Jack's ^

A grant of about 170,000 has been
awarded to Richmond for community
Assessment of decentralized solar
energy technology. The grant was
awarded by the Oak Ridge (Tn.)
National Laboratory (ORNL) to involve Richmond in evaluating it's
energy future and the special role that
solar energy might play
The grant will support the program
which is scheduled to run from June
1979 to May I960.
Dr. Janet Patton. Assistant Professor
of Political Science at Eastern Kentucky University and contact person for
ORNL. said. "The study will identify
the political, social, and economic
lifestyle consequences of increased use
of solar energy."
"The assessment," she added, "will
be undertaken by a group of individuals
representing all segments of Richmond." The group is now being
recruited and will hold its first meeting
in late August.
The assessment group will develop a
set of alternative solar energy options
Richmond citizens may face in the
future The community will then be
asked to evaluate these possible
choices. Several programs will be
planned to acquaint the community
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SUPER SYSTEM,
SUPER PRICE.

KARATE
RICHMOND SCHOOL OP KARATE
Teaching the martial arts as an art, as a
self-defense, as a sport, as an exercise for
mind and body.
The Richmond School of Karate is a fully
• professional studio offering instruction in
Kung-Fu, Karate, Boxing, and Chinese
Exercise. Our three qualified instructors
can prepare you to meet your goals.

Reach a new high in stereo f< >r a new low in price.
KP-8005 In-dash cassette with AM/FM stereo.
Supertuner.H Muting switch. Stereo/mono switch.
5-station pre-set pushbutton tuning. Locking fast
forward and rewind. Automatic replay. One year
limited warranty parts and labor.
TS-M*5 6Vfe"door-mount
speakers. 20-oz. magnet.
Coaxial 2-way speaker.
2"tweeter. High-compliance woofer. 20 watts
power handling.

Beginning Classes - Mon. - Fri. 5:00 - 8:00
Sign Up Now Thru August For Fall Session

©

$

229.95
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Outhouse Electronics

University Shopping Center 623-9486
.

717 Big Mill
Phone 423-7199
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Summertime. .and the campus livin' is easy and breezy
Students of all ages
and stages
have fun
_
in the sun

__

The beekeepers were
-what else but-busy
with their hives...
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_
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For others, college ls
life
was a delicious experience

Summer graduation...
a warm reward
for a„ dcgrccs_
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Open For your

TAYLOR
SPORTING GOODS

Convenience
Stop By

20% OFF

Campus Style
Shop

All Women's Doggon'its Shorts & Tops
Warm-Up Tops & Bottoms

Welcome Back!

For Appointment
Call DOB 622-4178

Open 9-5

Powell Center

k '4

The bands marched
to the beat
of their own drummers..
KRAZY STEAK DAYS
Every Monday b Tuesday 5 pjn. - 10 p.m.

0

Call On Us For Your Athletic Supplies
** Awards
s Engraving!
^ Athletic Shoes
623-9517
COLLEGE PARK SHOPPING CTR.

Old Students
Welcome Back
We Have Moved To
,
707 Big Hill Ave.
Across From Maco Motors

CHOPPED STEAK

RIBEYE

*249

*259

Price includes Entree, Baked
Mete & Texas Toast
ALL - U - CAN EAT SALAD BAR

ft— nOk on at drmks net ft m*

^MEHSVEAR
All
Terry Cloth Shirts

Old & New Students

YASHICA TO-

Sale 1845» u„ 239..

Versatile SLR With Full
Apeture Light Reading

$*!* (Earnera
£h0P
623-0667

Hours: Km Trmrt. 10 AM 6 PM
Fri.-Sal 10 AM 8 PM
UMnTMfy Sfcopfxnf CmW

We Will
Give You

10% o«
on any parckise
with I.D. Card

Dependable Auto
Supply, Inc.
707 Big Hill Ave.
623-4280

BONANZA

■
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Shopper's Villiage
Shopping Center
Eastern By-Pass
Richmond, Ky.
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Back to School Specials!
Itf
Over 200
Kinds &
Cuts of
Kroger Meat

BigK

Soft Drinks

Country Oven

Potato Chip

That'* variety for you! Beef, veal, pork, ham. Seafoods,
lunch meats, poultry, lamb. You name it and most likely,
we've gat it. If yoe don't see what yoo want, press toe meat
department buzzer and an attendant will assist you.

m

More than ISO to
choose from every
week in the

Yubi Yogurtpk

Ice Cream

Desserts

UNUSUAL VARIETY
IS NOT UNUSUAL
AT KROGER

U/i-gallon
carton
EVERYDAY,

carton

Save On
CUTT««3

VWBAV

T-Bulbs
60 75 100 Watt

8-OI.

You'll find more than 150 different kinds of fresh fruit
and vegetables, rare and exotic delicacies as well as
the top selection of long-time favorites,
all waiting
for yoa in the Kroger Garden.
.

■a

kf

Assorted Flavors

Country Club

Health &
Beauty Aids

V
White er •rowii

.Extension Cord,

?79

*-?20

with our wide
variety at
Cost-Cutter Prices!

9-ft.

Kroger has a wide
variety of

Baked Foods
Dairy Treats
Frozen Foods
fpr your Shopping Convenience!

smtama

EVERYDAY

Frozen PJ^ZQ
Drawing Held Saturday September 1
Richmond Store Onty

KROGER

of you Choice
each week for the
1 st Semester .
at your Richmond Store Only
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY
Clip Entry Blank and deposit at
your Kroger Superstore.

snsssfli

ENTRY BLANK
No Purchase Necessary

.Phone No

City.

Kroqer Co Employees and Their Families Are Not Eligible
Winner will be notified
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THE SAVING PLACE
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Our Rag 5 97

^■P m
Ou. ».g 171
SO-Pack Mastic Cu»i
FonlaitK tavingt on cold drink
cupsl Hold 16 ounces.

BOW ON TAP

8

BKRENRrCMCD

Ea.

11 oi.

.' sin ••toaster with Select Hontc" color control Electric
can ifiiiii with magneic lid lifter Steam dry iron writft
?9 vents temperature guide 3 speed hand mner lea
lures push button eiecto* Shop at Kmart

Re.

17K13"

17x14

Owt I.IM SI

tear drop
day pack

Cotton Excellent lot
summer or school

32-Oi.* Fantastik o> 22 Ol W.nde. •

Ml VBML SASSOON

SHAMPOO OR

Micro Cilci
8 digit mitro t oloattor J
graan reodout. il
rolat
Hooting dacimol '

m

w *•«

FOR NORMAi, DRY,
OR OILY HAW

Fine Quality
Appliances

rOur Rag 97

Roomy Bym Bag

2-k»-1 Pack

Rag. $2.28

1.87

boor57'
Mirror
Float plata
glass m walnut- color
pofyatyrene
trama 14 x
SO- Save

COPPERTONE LOTION OR OIL

1 97

4 Days
Promotes sate, last
tan, mottturifes.
4 ot.

TO

Sport Short,
Our 2.07-3 97 «a(.„
Man s

Our Sola
Price

Sale
Price

HERCULON

Instant heats liquids to boiling
Save at Kmart.

ROOM RUG

Our Reg. 33 88

point last. Holds.from 4 to 6
cups

Each

ays Only
Electric Curler

1400-VV pislol dryer has 4 heat. 2 air
speeds plus pro attachments and stand.

Herculon"
oietm pile

Spaad-d Curl • has built-in •land
such-free surface, signal light

Make-up
mirrow
with
light.
Reg. 15.97

966
Our Reg 11 97

K mart ■ Popcorn Popper

Sale

Has (lip-top server dome, automatic buttering top Save

97

M2

Our Reg.
• ' 17J8

He'cutes Reg TM

0188
m Slfcxm.
8'/,xn

BW

Slui ib<
Use as sleeping b g or
fop, brushed .nylcn icot I
fill 100" upper

*?

15
3-Speed
Portable Pan

METAL
F00TL0CKER

W baa fan has eieahc
P'sprtai Modai High b»
pact itytene housing.
Solely guards.

12.88

WITH TRAY
Plenty of extra ttoraga.
Decorator colors of blue or

Reg. 15 96 block.

Refrigerator Excellence
*l -plrigefoto' Greot lor dorm, oflice or camping Ha»
"oiia* (ontrol magnetic doo* iool. ice troy* ond bottle
Ir white only

•AM/FM PORTABLE
Salt Price
AC DC slide |
uieaiai AFC on ■
ffA Shop now

P
*

ear a T

17
3 Days

Radio operates on.AC or DC
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Yates home
recuperating
from burns

Broudy introduces didactics,
heuristics and philetics .
to faculty
By ROBIN PATER
News Editor
University President Dr J.C. Powell
extended "a hearty welcome" to the
faculty and staff for the 1979-80
academic year last Saturday morning
in Brock Auditorium.
Powell spoke of how the University
will be keepirig with President Carter's
energy guidelines, of an increase in
health insurance costs for Umveiafity
employees, as well as of improving the
quality of teaching.
"Today's students are concerned
with the quality of their education."
Powell stated "Students have become
as concerned with what they have
learned as what that final grade will
be "
With
that
comment.
Powell
proceeded to introduce guest speaker
Dr HS Broudy. a highly noted
educator of over 40 years, who spoke on
quality in teaching
A coordinator of the committee for
interdisplinary studies for the council
of deans and academic directors at the
University of Illinois at Urbana-

(Tiamnaign. Broudy began describing
the three of his most memorable
teachers and why they were so.
These three instructors, Broudy
pointed out. featured the separate
charactensitics of didactics, heuristics,
and philetics. each of which he feels are
important for instructors to acquire.
Didactics, which is defined by
Webster to be "intended for instruction." was discussed by Broudy
who said. "If a teacher follows the
lesson of didactics, it cannot fail... you
can't go wrong "
According to Broudy. the only cure
for "drudgery and boredom is the
success in performing the assigned
task " He added. "It cannot be avoided
except by success."
Another one of Broudy's most
memorable teachers, Edgar Heuristics
(a fictitious name), helped his students
to learn through a method of selfteaching This instructor, Broudy said,
encouraged students to use their minds.
Fanny Philetics. on the other hand,
was a teacher who put much of her
personality and love into her teaching

By ROBIN PATCH
News Editor
Clarence Eddie Yates, a University
heat plant supervisor, who suffered
second and third degree burns during a
cave-in April 17 of this year is home
now and making progress.
Yates, a University employee of 10
years, was working at an excavation
site near McGregor Hall when the
accident occurred, causing Yates to be
burned severely on his legs. He was
later treated at the Louisville Norton's
children hospital burn unit.
Yates, who was released from the
hospital at the end of July, had been a
patient for over three months. He has
undergone hydro-therapy and will
begin the therapy once again at home.
Yates said that his medical expenses
were covered in full by the University's
workman's compensation.

methods. Broudy. in fact, admitted that
he had a strong crush on Miss Philetics.
"Personal relationships supply incentives to learning," Broudy smiled to
his audience. "The phlletic aspect of
teaching
with the effects of racial
discrimination called for phlletic," ha
added, since further understanding and
sympathy was needed by the teacher.
"There was a+time when preparing
lectures for a course was a lifetime
assignment," Broudy commented.
These lectures, he explained, were
viewpoints that could not be found In
someone else's text.
"Thanks to technology," Broudy
went on, "more material is not read
than ever before. Today's students
have an added advantage," stated
Broudy. "If they fail a course it is up to
you to explain why they have failed,"
he told the faculty.

Trial date set for
William Smith
-*

"Didactics.
heuristics
and
philetics." Broudy said. "There's a
strong likelihood that they are all not
evenly distributed."'

International Computer Programs, Inc.
seeks student for scholarship
Larry A Welke. president of International Computer Programs. Inc
i ICP). the oldest and largest publisher
for the information processing industry, has announced the second
annual
ICP
Scholarship
The
scholarship, to be awarded for the 198081 school year, is designed to be an
investment in the future of the information processing industry
To qualify for the ICP Scholarship,
applicants must be enrolled in a
computer science or computer
technology program as either a
sophomore or a junior. The scholarship
will consist of one-year's tuition plus
education expenses up to a maximum
of $5,000 at the United States college or
university of the winner's choice.

The ICP Scholarship Committee,
made up of highly qualified men and
women in the information processing
industry, will base their selection on:
the student's accumulative grade point
average in his or her field of study, and
overall grade point average' need for
financial aid; participation in data
processing-related activities; school
activities and leadership roles; DPrelated and non DP related accomplishments and awards The final
test for the ICP Scholarship finalists
will be an essay.
The first national ICP Scholarship,
awarded to Hugh F Machworth, a
junior at Stanford University, Stanford,
CA. was announced earlier this year at
the Eighth Annual ICP Million Dollar

Jim's Lock and
Key Service

Awards Ceremony held at the Royal
Sonesta Hotel on Bourbon Street in New
Orleans, Louisiana. The winner of the
second ICP Scholarship will be announced at next year's Million Dollar
Awards Ceremony, again to be held in
New Orleans.
Applications will be available
through the data processing and
financial aids departments of all United
States colleges and universities. The
deadline for filing scholarship applications is October IS, 1979 For
further information, contact Carol
Stumpf at Corporate Communications
Assistant, International Computer
Programs, Inc., 9000 Keystone
Crossing. Indianapolis, Indiana, 46240,
phone (317) 844-7461 or (800) 428-2329

New Location
(Just off the By-Pass next to Holiday Inn)

Locks - Keys
Safes - Re-keying
If you're locked out of

your cm we can make

s

139 Klaniey Lane
623-2640
New Owner Nancy Long

e new key, even if
they're lost.

24 hr. service
,1 Geri Lane
624-1371

We Are Stocking New Craft Supples
As Wei As Many Of Your Old Favorites
Candy Moldi
Macrama SuppliM
Mimatura Furniture
Houwi 8, AccMiorm

Mood Product.
Paddl. Tramp*
Styrofoam
Silk Flooar SuppHaa

Picture Frama Moulding
Paint
Broomt. Fana. Man
Ribbon

Splish splash
Nothing like making out your schedules in the fountain waters. Gerry Schultz
(left), a freshman from Midway and Shannon Cunningham, a freshman from
Lexington, had the right idea on a typical hot summer day. Both girls--although
they did ha ve on swim suits-were not ready "to take the plunge."

World Affairs Seminar set
for October 29
The political science department is
sponsoring the World Affairs Seminar
program for all undergraduate and
graduate students who qualify. The

Let's Celebrate Life!!

CELEBRATION
SERVICE
Protestant Contemporary
Worship Service

•*+++++*****************.

Fast/Free Delivery
ROA-OA'iA Free Cokes with
WaS"! «£•*■£*» delivery ,ustask'
Archies Upper Crust •
263 East Mam Street
Richmond Kentucky

10% OFF
Fraternity

With
This Coupon

seminar will be held in New York City
October 29-November 2. Additional
information may be obtained from Dr.
Kwak in Wallace 313, telephone SMS.

The trial date has been set for a
University employee who was arrested
earlier this year on April 29 and
charged with kidnapping, assault, and
(attempted rape.
William Smith will appear before
Judge James S. Chenault and a jury in
the Madison County Circuit Court on
October 22. He was indicted by the
Madison County Grand Jury July 11 on
the charges of rape in the first degree,
assault in the first degree, and on a
kidnapping charge.
Smith, who pleaded not guilty at his
arraignment, which was also held July
II. worked in the Division of Television
and Radio. Smith was arrested In his
home after allegedly picking up a
female hitchhiker April 21, 1979. He
reportedly took her to a building on
campus which was later found to be the
Donovan Building and allegedly
assaulted her and left her tied up.
Charles Coy is the attorney for the
defendent, Smith, who is presently out
on a money bond of $100,000 of which
$10,000 was required to be paid.
Prosecutors will be Charles T.
Walters, Commonwealth attorney and
James Gilbert, assistant Commonwealth attorney.
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Sports
Tillman wins Athlete of the Year
James "Turk" Tillman, outstanding
forward on the Colonels' basketball
team, has been selected aa the 1978 79

Ohio Valley Conference Athlete of the
Year.
Tillman, who will be a senior this

season, was the OVC's Basketball
Player of the Year while leading the
Colonels to the regular season con-

'Coffee...tea...or football?'

Assistant coach Tanara
initiates hostess program
By BRIAN BLAIR
Featares Editor
Like thousands of other football
coaches, Jim Tanara is looking for
prospects. And as he leaned his office
chair against a file cabinet during a
recent interview, he told a visitor just
what he was looking for.
Huntin' for some big fellas, huh Jim?
Nope. He's looking for pretty, petite
things who smile a lot and say stuff like,
"M, y'all."
Need somebody who can really go to
war on the defensive line, Jim?
Not exactly. He's looking for someone
who can go to the people. Someone who
can turn on the southern charm full
force. Someone who can talk Dale
Patton right out of his football, if you
will.
And it matters now whether these
folks can go to their left. Applicants are
not required to run a 4 2 second 40-yard
dash. And a muscular build is out of the
question.
Tanara. the new defensive line coach
of the Colonel football squad, needs
college girls. All protective mothers
should realize here that the man's intentions are strictly honorable and
businesslike, though his Joe Namath
physique and good looks might cause
one to believe otherwise.
"The idea is when we have a home
game, we're going to have prospects
and parents here, of course. The girls
could show them around campus, go eat
with them prior to the game and visit
with them afterwards," he said.
The idea Tanara has cooking could be
referred to as a recipe for recruiting.
Take II to 15 interested girls. Place in
uniforms. Add one cup of sweetness and
courtesy with a dash of poise and public
relations. Expose to prospects and
parents. Mix well.
And there you have it.
As far as the 37-year-old Tanara is
concerned, recruiting is spelled F-I-RS-T l-M-P-R-E-S-S-I-ON-S. Naturally,
that's where the coed-hostesses come
into the picture.
"It's an awfully important phase of
our recruiting." he remarked. "First
impressions can go a long way."
However, Tanara wants to make the
girls feel mat they are more than
campus tour guides: "We're going to

try to make it like any other club or
organization on campus sanctioned
through the University. We're going to
try to do it the right way," he said.
But. where there's a right way,
there's also a wrong way. Tanara
knows this as well as anyone.
"The only problem that could arise is
that it's NOT a dating game," he emphasized. "We'll have to make that
clear."
Tanara recalled that a girl at the
University of Alabama - where he
coached for 11 years while also helping
with the football hostesses program was fired after she violated the nodating policy.

"The only other problem we ran into
at Alabama was the girl who didn't
show up at the game. That would mean
immediate firing," said Tanara.
The deadline for applications (which
may be obtained in the football office.
218 Begley Building) is Sept. 4. A
committee headed by Tanara will
select the girls Any University female
is eligible.
Just for the sake of practice, though,
it might be a good idea for any interested female to stand in front of her
mirror, flash a big Pepsodent smile,
and with good ol' southern charm, pop
the burning question
"Coffee
tea
or football?"

Murphy, Erdmann
named new coaches
Director of Athletics Donald Combs
has announced the appointment of
Dianne Murphy as women's head
basketball coach.
Murphy, 28. has been head coach at
Florida State University since 1976
where she had compiled a 49-41 record.
This mark included a state championship last year with 11 of IS members of that squad composed of freshmen
"We're pleased to have Dianne join
us here at Eastern," said Combs. "She
has established herself as a young
woman who can build a program and
we're going to give her the support she
needs to do that here."
Murphy is a native of Cookeville,
Tenn.. and graduated in 1989 from
Putnam County Senior High School in
Cookeville. She played three years for
coach Marynell Meadors at Tennessee
Tech before graduating in 1972 While
at Tech. she also played volleyball and
tennis and was a member of the Tech
basketball team which went to the
national championship competition.
After receiving her graduate degree
in 1973 from TTU. she was head
basketball and volleyball coach at
Shorter College in Rome, Ga., for three
seasons. Her record there was 44-31.

UP TO
PER MONTH FOR
PLASMA DONATIONS

FOR SPECIAL
ANTIBODIES

She has also completed post-graduate
work at Florida State and hopes to
finish her doctoral work in December
"I am so excited to be here. There is
going to be quite a transition from
where I came from. There is definitely
a commitment here to basketball and
I'm proud to be a part of it," said
Murphy.
In addition to her qualifications in the
coaching profession, she has also
served on several AIAW national
basketball committees.

•
Rica Erdmann, the 1979 national
junior college cross country coach of
the year, has been appointed head track
and cross country coach.
Erdmann. 38, guided his Hagerstown
(Md.) Junior College team to a second
place finish in the national cross
country championships this past year.
Another , notable
coaching accomplishment was the putting together
of the third fastest mile relay team in
the East (3:09.0) during the '79 year
"I'm happy about coming to Eastern.
I hope to continue the fine tradition
which coach (Art) Harvey left." said
Erdmann.
ISM

Erdmann, paaa 141

ference title, the post season tourney
championship and a berth in the NCAA
Tournament.
A district 3A All American pick by
the United States Basketball Writers
Association this past year, Tillman, a
native of Washington, D.C., was one of
IS nominees for this year's honor and
the top vote-getter of the ten athletes
who received votes.
I thought Turk was the class player of
the league this past year," said
Director of Athletics Donald Combs.
"We are extremely happy for him and
he is certainly honored to be picked
among so many other fine athletes who
were nominated."
Tillman led the league and finished
fourth among NCAA Division I scorers
with his 26 9 per game average. Since
the top three scorers all graduated,
Tillman will be the top returning scorer
in the nation next year.
"First 'and, perhaps most importantly, this was quite an honor for
our university and reflects well on our
school and our basketball program," .
said head basketball coach Ed Byhre.
"And, secondly, this was, of course, a
great individual honor for Turk."
While breaking every single season
individual school scoring record last
year in helping the Colonels post a 21-8
record, Tillman totaled 11 games where
he scored 30 or more points and just five
contests where he was held to less than
20 points.
Tillman is the fourth athlete honored
by the OVC with this award since its
inception in 1977. Tony Staynings of
Western Kentucky won the award for
the 1977-78 year and Ray Flynn of East
Tennessee tied with Rodney Moore of
Tennessee Tech last year. All three of
these previous winners were trackmen.

James 'Turk' Tillman

Ward appointed baseball coach
Jim Ward, head baseball coach at
Stetson University, has been appointed
head baseball coach at Eastern Kentucky University, Director of Athletics
Donald Combs announced recently.
Ward, who replaces Jack Hissom who
resigned after recording 147 victories in
his eight - year stint, compiled a 311-185
record at Stetson in 11 seasons.
"Jim is a very knowledgeable, very
mature baseball coach who has always
been a winner," said Combs. "We
believe he will be able to continue that
winning success here at Eastern "
Ward, 43, and a native of Cincinnati,
Ohio, graduated from Ohio University
in 1961 with a bachelor's degree in
health and physical education. He
served as a graduate assistant under
Turkey Hughes at the University in 1966
while completing his master's degree in
physical education. That year Eastern
was 17-12 and Ohio Valley Conference

champions.
Following the completion of his
master's degree at the University.
Ward took a position as coordinator of
physical education and athletics at
Indian River Junior College in Ft.
Pierce, Fla., for two years. During the
1967 and 1968 seasons at Indian River,
Ward guided that school to respective
records of 2312 and 35-14. In 1968, his
Indian River JC team finished second
in the Florida Junior College tournament.
In 1969, Ward made the move to
Stetson, located in Deland, Fla., where
he averaged 28 wins per year for 11
seasons. His beat year was 1970 when
the SU Hatters went 34-12 Three other
of his Stetson teams also won 30 games
or more in a single year.
Ward, whose Stetson team led the
nation in stolen bases for three years,

sees little conflict between this style
and the characteristically powerful
teams at Eastern
"Our philosophy, I guess, is that we
want to be sound defensively, but
maintain the tradition of power hitting
Eastern has had over the years
"We want to be competitive immediately in the OVC," he added, "but
I don't really know the quality of
returning players Hissom felt that we
had some good returning pitchers."
Ward also noted that he had had "very
11mit«4\' exposure to the conference,
but had observed that the credibility of
the league had been increased with the
success of Murray State in the regional
tourney.
Coach Ward has scheduled the first
meeting for all players' interested in
joining the 1980 Colonel team The
meeting will be held Monday. Aug 27 at
3:00 in Room 125 of Alumni Coliseum.
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Fish fry
will kick off
1979 season

Great expectations
for Colonel sports

A scrimmage by Eastern's preseason conference favorites and a fish
fry, sponsored by the Colonel Club, will
provide EKl' fans an evening of football on Thursday. Aug 30. at Hanger
Held

The Bull-pen

The event is expected to draw a large
crowd, according to Mike Park, special
projects chairman for the Colonel Club
••EKl' fans will be able to watch Roy
Kidd's football team in its final preseason scrimmage and then enjoy some
good eating afterwards." said Park.
The football players and Coach Ed
Byhre's defending Ohio Valley Conference basketball champions will be
introduced at the fish fry.
The scrimmage is set to begin at 4
pm followed by the fish fry at 6:30
p.m Admission to the scrimmage is
free while tickets for the fish fry are
priced at $4 00each and are now on sale
at the Richmond Register. State Bank
and Trust Company. Madison National
Bank. Richmond Bank, and First
Federal Savings and Loan. Tickets will
also be sold at the gate
Parking will be available nearby at
the Regley Building' and Alumni
Coliseum'lots The fish fry will be held
on the west bleacher side of Hanger
Field and may be easily reached by
entering through the service drive gate
along the Eastern By-Pass.

iua rt erback Bill Hughes goes through a Iroutine ball-handling drill at one of the
olonels fall practice sessions, while def ensive backGus Parks looks on.

Scoreboard
1979 PRESEASON ALL OVC
FOOTBALL TEAM

DB Oenny Martin - Eastern Kentucky
DB Greg Bauer • Tennessee Tech
P Steve Davis Tennessee Tech

OFFENSE
OB John Hall Wnllin Kentucky
RB Danny Lea Johnson ■ Murray Stale
RB Oare Pation Eaaiern Kentucky
RB Kevin Tillman Tennessee Tech
TE Ricky Gwmn Western Kentucky
WR Steve Puthoff Austin Peay
WR Eddie Preston Western Kentucky
WR Oorron Hunter Moreheed State
C David Neal Eastern Kentucky
G Jeff Alsup Western Kentucky
G Bill Ming Middle .Tennessee
G Fred Rockymore Tennessee Tech
T Vernon Broednax • Murray State
T - Ken Dew - Tennessee Tech
K Wayne Anderson Tennessee Tech
DEFENSE
OL - Joe Richard - Eastern Kentucky
DL - Jemee Sherton Pastern Kentucky
DL Russell Brown Austin Peay
DE Tim Frommeyer - Eastern Kentucky
DE - Ronnie Dyer ■ Tennessee Tech
LB Rodney Jefleretm Moreheed State
LB Tommy Werren Morehead State
LB Stan Wright Middle Tennessee
DB Carl Brailey Western Kentucky
DB Lynn Heitstuck Austin Peay

1979 PRESEASON EXPECTATIONS
IN OVC FOOTBALL
1. Eastern Kentucky
2. Western Kentucky
3. Tenneeeee Tech
4. Murray State
5. Austin Peay
6. Middle Tennessee
7 Moreheed State
1979 COLONEL FOOTBALL SCHEDULE
DATE
OPPONENT
SITE
Sept 8
Kent Slate
A
Sept. 15
Troy State
H
Sept 22
Eeet Tennessee
A
Sept 29
" Austin Peey
H
Oct 6
■ Middle Tenn
A
Oct 13
Calif St FuUerton
H
Oct. 20 West. Ky. Homecoming,
H
Oct 27
* Murray State
A
Nov. "3
• Tennessee Tech
H
Nov. 10
Jackson State
H
Nov. 17
* Morehead State
A
Ohio Valley Conference Gemes

SINGER
linger

Erdmann
assumes
track post
(Continued from page 131

Erdmann. a native of western
Pennsylvania, graduated in 1964 from
Ashland 'Ohio) College and completed
his masters work at Eastern in 1966. He
has since accumulated additional
graduate hours at Penn State
University
"We're enthusiastic about Rick
beginning work with us at Eastern To
have put together such a talented team
at Hagerstown without the help of
scholarship aid is quite an accomplishment." said Combs.
Having coached track and cross
country at Hagerstown since 1971.
Erdmann has coached several-junior
college All Americans and national
champions
He and his wife. Michele. have one
son, Cory, age two.
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may draw national or regional
television coverage.
"Whether we can have more wins
than we had last year remains to be
seen, because I think our schedule is
tougher than it was a year ago," said
Kidd. "Our non-conference schedule
is very difficult this year with some
very outstanding teams on there."
Leading the Colonel offensive
attack will be all-conference selections Dale "General" Patton at
fullback and David Neal at center.
Bill Hughes, who amassed 1040 yards
in total offense last year, will run the
offense at quarterback.
Joe Richard, a noseguard from
Lexington Bryan Station, is an
outstanding performer whom Kidd
terms a "strong candidate for
all-American." Other defensive returnees include all-OVC pre-season
choices James Shelton (tackle), Tim
Frommeyer (end) and Danny Martin
(safety).
If football's not your sport,
though, there's another banner
season in store for Ed Byhre and his
basketball Colonels.
Returning to action will be James
'Turk' Tillman, OVC player of the
year and athlete of the year, along
with all-OVC playmaker Bruce Jones.
Centers David Bootcheck and Dale
Jenkins will bolster the front line,
'while David Jenkins, Donnie Moore,
and Dave Ticrney will be called upon
for reserve duties.
The additions to last year's 21-8
team which may make the Colonels a
national threat are transfers Tommy
Baker and Jim Harkins. Baker, an
exile from Bobby Knight's camp at
Indiana University, is expected to fill
the void left by the graduation of
all-OVC guard Kenny Elliott, while
the 6-4 Harkins will probably operate
as swingman, seeing action at both
guard and forward positions.
These two newcomers may have
overshadowed the outstanding recruiting season which the Colonels
have enjoyed. The list of recruits is
topped by Anthony Conner, a 6-9
junior college transfer who may see

extensive action at the post position.
Terry Bradley and Steve Robinson, a
pair of all-city performers from
Chicago, will add depth to the
forward slots, along with 6-7
all-stater Buddy Cox of Louisville.
6-8 Kevin Gainey of Florida
completes the list of new stars.
This year's schedule doesn't offer
too great a challenge to the Colonel
roundballers, but don't blame the
people at EKU for that. At least three
major powers in the area-Indiana,
West Virginia and Cincinnati-have
had second thoughts about taking on
the suddenly rejuvenated Colonels.
However, the schedule does show a
few national notables, including
Pittsburgh, UNC-Charlotte, and
Dayton.
Golfers look strong

Doug Brehme and Dave Gaer will
return as the nucleus of head coach
Ray Struder's Colonel golf squad,
which may be one of the strongest
ever. Struder will add to the 79-80
team a highly regarded pair of
recruits in Steve Haluska and Scott
Walsh, plus transfer Gary Fischer.
Mike Frey, who won the Greater
Chicago Open this past summer, and
Tom and Tim North of Fenton, Mi.,
add depth and experience to the
Colonels, who were upset by the
Austin Peay Governors in the OVC
championships last spring.
A 5-4 upset of the Kentucky
Wildcats was the high point of a
rebuilding season for Coach Tom
Higgins and his very young Colonel
tennis team. Only one senior was lost
from last year's IS-16club, which will
look to improve on its sixth-place"'
finish in the OVC tournament.
Last year. Western Kentucky
captured the OVC all-sports trophy,
claiming titles in football, cross-country, and outdoor track. The Colonels
finished third behind the Hilltoppers
and Middle Tennessee, but this year
should be a different story. With a
more balanced effort in the minor
sports, the Colonels will definitely
enjoy one of the greatest seasons in
the school's history.

Garland Jett Z™
Downtown Richmond on Mom Street Next to J. Sutters

Special

College Park Shopping Center

I-AA tourney berth?

Should the Colonels live up to their
pre-season expectations, the only
thing that might separate them from a
bid to the NCAA Division I-AA
playoffs is a formidable non-conference schedule. This year's awesome
slate includes three Division I-A
teams-Kent State of the Mid-American Conference, Cal State-Fullerton
of the Pacific Coast Athletic
Association, and East Tennessee of
the Southern Conference.
The toughest non-conference challenges, however, may not come from
Division I-A, but from Division II
power Troy Stale, which handed the
Colonels a 16-10 loss last year, and
Division I-AA national power Jackson State. The Jackson State contest,
slated for Nov. 10 at Hanger Field,

FASHION

Sewing Machines A
Sales and Service B

Wards
Sewing Center

Last year Eastern's sports season
were called by many the most exciting
in recent years. The Colonels won the
Ohio Valley Conference basketball
championship in a heart-stopping
playoff with Western Kentucky, came
within seven points of an undefeated
season in football, and missed
capturing the conference golf title by
two strokes.
But all that might make you yawn
in comparison to what's in store for
the 1979-80 term.
Head football coach Roy Kidd will
bring in a very talented crop of
returnees, plus a highly-touted group
of freshmen, in quest of his fifth
OVC crown.
The Colonels are the pre-season
picks of the league coaches to replace
the WKU Hilltoppers as the
conference champs, but that fact
doesn't particularly impress Coach
Kidd.
"It's difficult for me to understand
that, although I know that we can
have a good football team" stated
Kidd. "I know that Western has got
more starters and more lettermen
returning, plus three transfers that
they picked up. It kind of shocked me
that they (the coaches) didn't (pick)
them to win it instead of us."

Welcome Back
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AAens'
Warm-up
Suits.
Man's ocrylic warm-up suits has ilp
front, and contrasting strip* collar,
wrist and waist.
VtM fashion
colors. s-M-i

Terry...
top sport
for fall

Thebook
no college student
should be without.
It mm nut contain any nrc.ii icaiiina rti.nrn.il. hut n dor*
, .Mf.nn ->IIK' rruK wonderful eating ni.itt-n.il
Ih.it's hrc.nisr iHir indi-.pcnvihlr ht>iik a) a Kmk id M«lv.n,il.l\'(nti Certificates. It costs onVSvedolaiTi (it\dn
inrxi/rnMvr vilt covet edition) And rath .\ihc trn
cerlllM ,.rr> inside is worth hlty cents tiiwiiiJ tne purchase of
Jrln. mil- M. DnnaU'i hamhuiRm,ran goldrnfrtrs jnd all our
nthrr no. id lood

canrfc it
NobodycanA
keMrJJonakfo can
like

irdCPenney
Eastern ByPsas

Richmond

v

Shop Daily 930 til 6:30 - fti. 9:30 til 8:30
Sat. 9:30 til 6:00 - Sunday 1:30 tit 6:30
Catalog Phone 623-7140

Cotton terry, of
course. The same
naturally soft and
comfortable knit
you've lived In all
summer. Now,
we've come up
with a can't miss
collection of fall
and winter
styles. All In the
newest shapes,
the richest
colors. Sizes
S.M.L.XL.
Monday - Thursday 1:30 - 5:30
Friday - Saturday 8:30 - 740

■aga IB/Voi. 58/No t
Tli« Eaatarn Prograas
Thunder. August 23. 1979

$1,500 for post-graduate study

Ex-Eel granted scholarship
John L Meisenheimer, Jr., of Richmond, a four-year member of the
Electrifying Eels swimming team, has
been selected by the National
Collegiate Athletic Association to
receive a $ 1.500 post-graduate study
scholarship to attend the university or
professional school of his choice, according to NCAA Executive Director
Walter livers
"Considering the number of potential
candidates across the country, this
award stands as a significant honor for
John and a tribute to Eastern Kentucky

University," said Byers.
Meisenheimer's selection marks the
second straight year that a University
student-athlete has received one of the
prestigious NCAA scholarships. Steve
Frommeyer, a four-year football
player for the Colonels, received a
scholarship in 1978.
.
The pre-med major graduated from
Eastern last May with an overall grade
point average, of 3.95 based on a 4.0
scale. He has been accepted to the
University of Kentucky Medical School
for the 1979 fall semester.

Factbooks win awards
Eastern's
sports
information
publications have captured three of the
top five national honors for the 1978-79
year including first place in the nation
for its winter edition of the Sports
Media Guide.
Fall and spring editions of the Sports
Guide received honorable mention
recognition in the Division A national
competition.
The awards were presented last week
in Chicago at the 1979 national meeting
of the College Sports Information
Directors of America

Karl Park, sports information editor,
received the certificates on behalf of
the University.
The sports factbooks took an innovative approach just last year in
combining information about each of
the University's 16 intercollegiate
athletic
programs
into
three
publications, one each published in the
fall, winter and spring.
The University's sports publications
and services have won numerous
national honors previously, including
excellence in press services, sports
guides and football programs.

Meisenheimer's academic honors
include being a four-year recipient of
the University's Presidential ScholarAthlete Award; recipient of the highest
academic award in 1979, the Phi Kappa
Phi Fellowship; and chosen for Who's
Who Among Students in American
Colleges and Universities in 1979.
Meisenheimer, who was coached by
Dan Lichty, also has compiled an
impressive list of swimming honors. He
was named by the 1979 Milestone, the
University yearbook, as the top senior
athlete while serving as co-captain for
the Electrifying Eels
Personifying Lichty's claim that'his
star pupil is a "real self-motivator,"
assisenheimer earned the John*
Buckner Memorial Award for 110
percent effort during aU four years with
the team.
Last season Meisenheimer captured
the 100-yard freestyle in the Kentucky
State AAU Swimming Championships,
set new records in the 100-yard and 200yard freestyle in the Kentucky Intercollegiate Swimming Championship,
and established a new school and MidWest
Intercollegiate Swimming
Championship record in the 200-yard
freestyle.
In 1977 he put his name in the International Swimming Hall of Fame by
winning the Gault Ocean Mile Swim at
Ft. Lauderdale. Fla.

game, while being named honorable
mention All-City.
While compiling a 10-3 career record
at Elder, including 6-2 this past year,
Rebholz totaled 64 strikeouts in 58 innings with a 2.30 ERA. His record for
Hawk in American Legion baseball on
the Bentley Post team was 7-3 in 1979.
Described by Federle and Hawk as a
pitcher who displays a winning attitude
on the mound. Ward calls Rebholz an
"outstanding competitor. He is considered the top college pitching
prospect in Cincinnati and should
definitely contribute as a freshman."
Ward continued.
Two Sycamore stars
ink letters
Thomas, a 6-2,180-pound righthanded
pitcher, compiled an 11-5 career record
and 2 15 career earned run average at
Sycamore High School. He ranked
fourth in the city with 56 strikeouts in 52
innings
He was a first-team All-League
choice, honorable mention All-City and
participated in the East-West All Star
game Thomas was also selected as
Sycamore's outstanding pitcher of 1979,
while leading the team in wins.

academics Meisenheimer is the second Colonel athlete to be
granted the scholarship in as many years

Rookie coach Ward signs four top Cincinnati stars;
five high school track standouts ink national letters

Recruiting Roundup
New head baseball coach Jim Ward
has recently signed four outstanding
prospects - Joe Myers, Steve Rebholz,
("raig Thomas, and Mike Woehler - to
national letters-of-intent
Joe Myers. 5-10. 175-pound catcher
for coach Jerry Federle at Elder High
School, was an All-Greater Cincinnati
U'ague selection in 1978 and 1979. This
past season. Myers batted .377 with
three doubles, four triples, three home
runs and 18 runs batted in.
"Joe will be an outstanding collegiate
catcher In addition to his receiving and
throwing skills, he possesses the type of
leadership and attitude we look for in a
catcher." Ward said.
Myers was selected to the first-team
All City squad and participated in the
East-West All-Star game He collected
17 stolen bases in 18 attempts this past
year for Elder. He also played for coach
Joe Hawk's Kent ley Post American
I-ennui team during the summer.
hebholz. a righthanded pitcher also
from Elder, stands 5-10 and weighs 165
pounds and was a first team AllGreater Cincinnati League choice this
past season for Federle He also participated in the East-West All Star

Richmond's John Meisenheimer was granted a 81.500
scholarship for outstanding achievement in athletics and

strikeout's and ERA
Another
Sycamore
graduate,
Woehler. a 6-foot 175 pounder, played
errorless baseball as a second baseman
his senior year and batted 360 His
junior year he batted 378 and played
left field
An All-League and second-team AllCity selection as a senior. Woehler
served as co-captain at Sycamore for
coach Steve Imhoff He was also
recipient of the 1979 most outstanding
senior baseball player award.
"Craig and Mike are quality players
who have proven by their efforts in high
school and American Legion baseball
that they are going to be outstanding
collegiate players." said Ward
Art Harvey, former Colonel track
mentor who resigned his post to assume
the position of assistant director of
career development and placement of
the University, signed five outstanding
recruits to national letters-of-intent
over the summer months
Louisville sprinter
signs pact
Darryl Biel of Western High School in

Louisville finished first in regional
competition in the 100, 200 and 400nieter dashes and also received three
medals in the state meet for his fifth
place finish in the 100, fourth place spot
in the 200 and third place position in the
400
"We are extremely pleased to have
signed liarryl and believe he will
certainly be able to add to our sprinters' point totals next year," said
Harvey
Kiel received the coveted Greenfield
award voted on by the coaches at
Western for leadership, academic
standing and having competed in two or
more sports
.He also was awarded a citation
denoting his new record for most points
scored in one season. Biel also holds the
school record for the 100. 220, 440-yard
(lashes and the 100 and 400-meter
dashes.
Hugh Henri'Lee of Gasparillo.
Trinidad ran in the Trinidad national
championships this past year and
recorded a 47.9 in the open 400 meter
dash, a 1:52.5 in the open 800 meters
and a 47 3 in a relay split
He came highly recommended by

several coaches He is a very positive
addition to our program and should
give us some punch in the middledistance and sprint events," said
Harvey
Hem-Lee also competed for coach
Ray Davis in Trinidad this past year""
while running for the Texaco Sports
Club. He plans to major in pre-medicine
this fall at EKU
Jeff Henry of Wheelersburg. Ohio, set
a Wheelersburg High School record in
the high jump this past year for coach
Randall Parker when he cleared 6-10.
He won several high jump competitions this past year, including the
Southern Ohio championships, the
Scotia County league, the Meet of
Champions and the sectional meet.
Michigan distance star
now a Colonel
Michael Lasley, who was coached in
track at Royal Oak (Mich.) High School
by Mike McElroy and in cross country
by Emmett Evans, was all-state in
cross country his junior year and allleague for three seasons
For the three-mile run, he has turned
in a 11 me of 14:56 in cross country and a
school'record 14:32 in a road race. He

also holds the school record for the mile
run with a time of 4204 Other top
clockings for Lasley include a 1:58.3 in
the 880-yard run a 9:28.5 for a fourth
place finish in the two-mile run in
■ mi elixir track, and a 9:20 4 for a third
place spot in indoor track
"Michael will be a fine addition to our
team He has some impressive times
and we believe, with work, he will be
able to improve those considerably."
noted Harvey.
Jay Sprague. a high school All
American at Bellevue High School, was
the champion in the state meet this past
season in the 120-yard and 330-yard low
hurdles While serving as captain of his
high school track team, he finished in
fourth place in the 220-yard dash. He
also placed third in the Mason-Dixon
games in the 60-yard hurdles this past
year.
Sprague was also an honorable
mention All-State performer for the
Bellevue football team. He played
wingback his junior year when
Bellevue won the Class A championship
and quarterback-defensive back last
year
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Andy's
-Open 7 Days A weekSunday thru Thursday 11:00a.m. to 12:30a.m.
Friday and Saturday 11:00a.m. to 1:30a.m.

SALADS

Free Delivery To
Campus On
Any Order Over *2.00
PIZZAS

Cheese
Onion
Sausage
Pepperoni
Ham
Beef
Kosher Salami

Bacon
Green Olivet
Green Pepper
Mushroom
Black OMves
Shrimp
Anchovies
Extra Each Addition
Andy's Special

«....

12"

5.05
5.05
5.05
5>05
5.05
5.05
.60

3.70
4.20
4.20
4.20
4.20
4.20
4.20
4.20
4.20
4.20
4.20
4.20
4.20
4.20
.50

5.05
565
5.65
5.65
5.65
5.65
5.65
5.65
5.65
5.65
5.65
5.65
'•65
5.65
.6Q.

6.00

3.70

5.00

6.60

3.70

5.00

6.60

623-5400

8.00

350 Eastern

12"

14"

3.20
3.70
3.70
3.70
3.70
3.70
3.70

4.45
5.05
5.05
5.05
5.05
5.05
5.05

2.65

3.70

5.05

2.65
3.70
2.65
3.70
2.65
3.70
2.65 3.70
2.65
3.70
2.65
3.70
30
.50
SPECIALS
3.10 4.40

Small
10"

Madium

(aauaaf*. f—» paooat » ontonl

E. K. U. Special

3.10

4.40

We Serve The Best

2.85
3.15
3.15
3.15
3.15
3.15
3.15
3.15
3.15
3.15
3.15
3.15
3.15
3.15
.30

10"

2.35
2.65
2.65
2.65
2.65
2.65
2.65

600

Chicken
Spaghetti

Gyros
Lasagna

(SOaUaVBOJe), peJppewOftt ft IIMJawWOOfTW

House Special

4.10

5.75

7.00

UTin—I. onion, papparonl, baa*, koahar Miami, bacon, araan
NO SUBSTITUTIONS ON SPECIALS

2.25

Tossed Salad

.65

'— 2.2Q

Stromboli Steak
Lara*
14"

tare*

Chef Salad

Gyros

THICK
Mrsdium

2-25

SANDWICHES

f

ALL PIZZAS HA VE CHEESE
Small

Greek Salad

5.25

7.00

• mushroom*)

By-Pass

ci^)

2.25

Submarine

2.00

Ham

1.80

Kosher Salami

1.80

Meat Bal on a targe bun

2.10

Roast Beef
% lb. Hamburger

1.45

Fish Sandwich

1.30

SIDE ORDERS
French Fries

55

Pita Bread

Garlic Bread

95

Greek 0hves__. _ 95

Feta Bread

95

Bahtava
Cheesecake

DESSERTS

.70
.95

- .35

7
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*Perfect to dress up tint dorm room or apartment!
HeatiM in your borne or office!
"Over twenty varieties to choose from.
^Siiade grown especially for indoor
*Yw must see these tropical plants to believe their outstanding quality..
TJnmatclied low prices—One time offer!
limited supply! Only 1500 Plants available!
* Through Sunday, August 26th or until supplies are

gone.
Type

Pot Size
8"

Height
30"

Price

a* •

False Aralia
30"
r*
Norfold Island Pine
B47
r
30"
Schefflera
38"
BostemFem
8"
8"
7
10"
44"
ArecaPalm
IP
1
10"
40"
Yucca Tip
IP
10"
40"
Aralia
17
10"
40"
Schefflera
is
THOMPSON'S FOODLINER

r

w

OPEN 7 Days A Week
7:00 A.M. Till Midnight

Shoppers Village Shopping Center
Eastern By-Pass Richmond, Ky.

Another 'fine' mess
The return of (he tow truck symbolizes security's strict enforcement of the University's parkins regulations Officer

mcemem
I. WELCOME BACK I97S-H0
The entire staff of the Division of
Career Development and Placement
(CD4P) hopes you have had a pleasant
and happy summer and wish you every
success for the 1979-80 academic year
The following basic services are
provided to all University students by
the Division of Career Development
and Placement (CD4P)
1, Development and Retention of
Placement Credentials
t»
2. Credential Referral Service
3 Campus employment Interviews
4. Personal Job Referrals
5. Career Information Resource
Center
6. Individual Career-Employment
Assistance
7. Employment Information
8. Alumni Placement Service
D. DECEMBER 1I7S GRADUATES
All students completing their
academic program* hi December l»7»

Advertise In

Susan Watts writes out a ticket for a student driver parked in
staff parking in Martin's lot (Photoby Steve Brown).

Five positions
available for
students

are encouraged to visit the office Immediately to pick up their placement
services registration packets. Upon
completion and return of these forms
the individual's placement credential
file will be set up.

ill.
REGISTRATION
PLACEMENT SERVICES

FOR

All 1979-80 graduates (December 79,
May and August 1980) must register
with the Division of Career Development and Placement (CD&P). 3WJ
Jones Building to receive the employment services provided by the
office. On Campus interviews will not
be scheduled unless students have
registered with the office.
IV. PART-TIME OFF-CAMPUS JOBS
1 SUPERVISOR - Eastern By-Pass
area amusement center
2 WAITERS. WAITRESSES. BUS
BOYS AND DISHWASHERS - For one

of Richmond's leading Restaurant and
Lounges. Note: Work schedule can be
arranged around class schedule.
3.
SERVICE
STATION
ATTENDENT - Eastern By-Pass service
station seeks attendant who can work
year around 20-30 hours per week.
4. RETAIL STORE MANAGEMENT
TRAINEE
Opportunity for 1979-80
graduate to start career employment
early as a part-time trainee. Work
schedule approximately 20 hours per
week-flexible with class schedule.
National retail organization located on
Eastern By-Pass.
5. CHILD CARE - Pick up two
children from Model Lab School daily
and provide care in home for approximately two hours Monday-Friday.
Car is required.
Contact the Division of Career
Development and Placement for additional information on all of the above
part-lime jobs.

The Eastern Progress

Exchange Classified Ads
It's Easy. Direct Communication With Other Students
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Organizations

Early birds

Record
number
of girls rush

Students help
prepare for semester
While the majority of students were
at home deciding what to pack, hundreds of students returned to campus
early last week in order to prepare for
the fall semester.
Among the first to return to campus
were the dorm's resident assistants
<RA's> and graduate assistants (GA's).
They came to prepare the dorms for the
returning students and to attend
workshops.
Hundreds of students were involved
in various jobs Connected with
registration.
Military Science cadets directed
traffic, carried luggage, and helped
where needed.
Other students worked in campus
offices, including student activities,
financial assistance and academic
affairs.

The early return involved special
groups like Roy Kidd's football
Colonels, who began practice August
14, and the 200 plus Marching Maroon
Band that will play at pre-game and
nalftime ceremonies during the football
season.
The Greeks were especially active
during the pre registration days. More
than 400 sorority and fraternity
members returned to make plans for
early sorority rush and to help students
move into their dormitories.
Fraternity presidents attended a
workshop and made plans for the upcoming year.
The students came from all areas of
the University. Many came because
they were on work-study or assistantships, but most were volunteers

Interdorm pi
plans
*79-80 projects
By DONNA BUNCH
Organizations Editor

By DONNA BUNCH
Organizations Ed Mar

Lambda Sigma members, John Nicholas, sophomore from
Louisville and -Brian Potts. Junior from Paducah give
Burnam RA. Sharon Knzweiler a helping hand. Members of

have expressed an unwillingness to pay
an additional fee for the workers that
would be required.
Since the committee will be conducting surveys, working with
statistics and cooperating with the
administration in (his venture, Bartley
said he doesn't expect the proposal to
be passed until next year.
One of the most successful social
events on campus last year was Interdorm's annual Halloween Bash.
Plans are already being made for this
year's event according to Bartley.

"Interdorm is the residence hall's
voice in the/administration," explained
Wayne Bartley. president of Men's
Interdormilory Board
Interdorm members are comprised
of the presidents and one representative for every 200 residents in each
dorm. The members are faced with the
responsibility of dealing with problems
associated with dorm living.
Open-house evaluations, an openlobby proposal, and the annual
Halloween Bash are a few of the
projects that will be undertaken this
year by Men's and Women's Interdorm.
Bartley said that they will be conducting evaluations of the present openhouse policy to see if it is meeting the
needs of the student population
Men's and Women's Interdorm joined
He said that overall he expects this to
the Student Senate to form the Joint
be a very dynamic year for Interdorm;
Committee on Open Lobby. After
however, a great deal will depend on
surveying the students to discover their
needs, the committee is expected to ask the strength of the house councils in
for extended hours in the lobbies and each dorm.
"Hall council is the starting block for
the establishment of an open area that > residence
hall government," said
would be open 24 hours a day.
Bartley.
"We're not expecting a 24-hour open
He said that he is hoping that a lot
lobby.'' said Bartley "They had it
more people would choose to become
before and people were coming in off active in their dorms.
the streets and sleeping in the lobbies."
"It takes a different breed of people
Another reason for not expanding the to become involved," said Bartley.
lobby hours to 24 hours is that students "It's a lot of self satisfaction."

'Hall council Is

the starting block'

Nails Sculptured
by
Roxanne
• Also
Sara
Coventry *
Jewelry
EKU By-Pass
Robbins Motel No. 27
For appt. call 623-8381

The Toddler
House Nursery

Organizations offer answer
to boredom
By DONNA BUNCH
Organizations Editor

organizations to aid in the preparation
of students for future careers.
For those students who are searching
for leadership training, fellowship and
a chance for self-development, there
are 24 Greek organizations on campus.
Rush activities are being held on
campus this week.

You're sitting in your dorm room,
staring at the walls and wondering why
you ever decided to go to coFfege
Your friends told you that college
would be a lot of fun, but you are having
trouble meeting people and getting
involved.
The answer to your problem may lie
in one of the more than 130
organizations found on campus.
The large number of special interest
groups on campus encompass such
varied interests as Tae Kwan Do (Cho
Sun Cats), synchronized swimming
(Catalina Club), and politics (Young
Democrats and College Republicans).
Nearly all of the departments on
campus have their own departmental

There
are
several
religious
organizations, representing a wide
variety of faiths. Three organizations,
the Newman Center, Baptist Student
Union and the Wesley Foundation have
their own buildings located on campus.
Those hard-working students that
manage to maintain high grade point
averages may be interested in joining
one of the honor societies. Many of
these organizations are established to
honor students with specific majors,

KET are: The American Story: The
Ascent
of
Man;
Connections:
Technology and Change: Values and
Morality in Education; Writing for a
Reason.
Dr. John L. Flanagan, associate, dean
for continuing education, says the

Television can be a credit for persons
this fall who register for any of the five
media assisted courses being offered by
the University's Division of Continuing
Education in conjunction with Kentucky Educational -Television.
The five courses to be offered via

... To a New Hair Style

Abo can for afternoon
children. Kit Carton School
but stops at door.

but several honor students according to
their classification.
If a student has special talents, there
are many organizations eager to utilize
those talents. The Progress and
Milestone are looking for people who
like to write Those students who have
musical or acting talent may enjoy
being involved with the Marching
Maroons or the University Players.
With such a large number of
organizations at the University, there
should be something of interest for
almost everyone.
All clubs and organizations are
coordinated through the office of
Student Activities and Organizations.
They have information on all of the
organizations and are willing to put
students in contact with the presidents
of the clubs

KET offers courses for credit

WELCOME BACK.....

Now Has Openings
FOR CHILDREN 2-5
• Hot kudus b snacks
* State licensed

♦2

00 STUDENT
DISCOUNT

On All Haircuts

vtes
8 5 p.m.
Evening by appt.
623-6111
Lsighway Dr.
College Pk. Shopping Ctr.

Wfaon French Rd.

CALL 62*6822

several service and Greek organizations volunteered to help
move students into the dorms.

Eastern ByPass

courses are more than "merely watching a TV." "A student must integrate
information from the media through
the use of a study guide in preparation
for the video lesson." he said
Each of the classes offer three hours
of academic credit.

"Walnut Hall was absolutely packed
the first day of rush," said Sharon
Stevens, Panhellenie advisor.
She said that there were more girls
going through rush than ever before;
approximately S10 girts signed up.
"One reason we had so many girls
sign up was that we registered girls at
pre registration," said Stevens.
In spite of the increased number of
rushees, the sororities have been able
to avoid confusion.
"They did their work last spring,"
explained Stevens, "so the sororities
were prepared."
This year rush is being held through
the week of registration. In the past
rush was held during the first week of
classes.
Stevens said the new time was
adopted in order to avoid conflict with
classes.
Although the week is still hectic and
there are some conflicts with
registration, the earlier week appears
to be working better.
The second round of rush parties will
be completed tonight. Following the
preference parties which will be
completed on Saturday, the computers
will match up the rushees with their
sororities.

Phi Beta
Lambda
wins awards
The site of the 1979 National
Leadership Conference for Future
Business Leaders of America - Phi Beta
Lambda, Incorporated was New
Orleans, Louisiana on July 44). The
Kentucky delegation included four
from the Universtiy, Pam Mayne,
Maleena Douglas, Debbie Yates, and
Donna Spencer.
The EKU chapter was awarded with
the Gold Seal Chapter Award of Merit
for the past year's outstanding
program of activities and accomplishments.
The first place winners in each state
conference competed in business
related events to receive recognition on
the national level. Pam Mayne received
fifth place in Accounting II, Mataaaa
Douglas placed eighth In Biaineas
Communications,
and
the
parliamentary
procedure
team
consisting of Debbie Yates and four
from Murray State University received
fourth place. The Kentucky State Activities Report received first place in
the Southern Region.

Welcome back
students!

BIG BOY

"We deliver six nights a week. n
5 p.m. - 11 p.m.
Phone 623-4100
Reg. hours
Mon. - Thurs. 6:30 a.m. - 12410 mid.
Fri. ft Sat. 6:30 a.m. - 1:00 a.m.
*
Sunday 7:30 a.m. - 124)0 mid.

^5*

The Old Captain's Quarters

Pier 99

Is Throwing A Party .
This Thursday Night
For All EKU Students
Pizza *2.00 Hotdogs and Refreshments 25'

Live Music By KLIMAX Upstairs|

First Federal Savings and Loan Association
of Richmond
Proud to offer EKU a flexible Saving Account
frmpr Mami, ty.
VffjF 0*62*2548

\MT
JSg5
LENOER

femK,
Obi 9*072
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Kentucky's Best Disco Downstairs
Both Floors Going Simultaneously
Dancing On Kentucky River Pat)o
Everybody Come
Exit 99 East off 1-75

mmmmm
P.** ISWol. U/No. 1
Th« Eastern Plll|H»
ThurwUv. August 23. 1»71

Coping with
registration...
together
Finding a level writing .pace (or f Uling
out the stack of card* needed to complete registration took students In all
directions of the Alumni Coleseum
Seniors Mike Gilley, a business major
from Kmelia. Ohio and Connie Craven,
an elementary education major from
Covington, Ky , found comfortable
positions on the floor. Toting one-yearold Sarah with her, freshman Rebecca
McPadden of London found leaning
against the wall easier for both parties
involved. (Phases by 8teve Brewa)

Unwanted nostalgia of '60's
cries for less American Graffiti
By DON McNAY
Staff Writer
There is nothing nostalgic about the
middle 1960s
American (.mffiti was a blockbuster
nostalgic film about a group of
graduating high school seniors in 1962
It inspired the top-rated television show
llapp\ Days and launched the movie
careers of such top name actors as
Richard Dreyfuss. Mackenzie Phillips.,
Ron Howard. Cindy Williams, and"
Candy Clark The sequel to this movie.
More American Graffiti traces the lives
of the principal characters I except
Dreyfuss i into the era of 1965 to 196B
Where American Graffiti was a light
film that took a humorous and nostalgic
look at such things as high school
dances, cruising main street, and the
decisions one must make after high
school. More American Graffiti is a
downbeat film that features heavy
topics like Vietnam, the hippie lifestyle,
and anti-war demonstrations
Paul Lemat. the hot-rodder, is now
driving dragsters His part is downbeat
as it is known from very early in the
movie that he will die in the end He
does have an amusing part as he is
trying to start a romance with a
Swedish exchange student who does not
speak English
, „
Charles Martin Smith plays the
character of Toad, who is sent off to
Vietnam, where he is met by former
Pharaohs leader Bo Hopkins Toad
hates the war arflj spends all of his time
trying to get shipped back home
Kventually both he and Hopkins are
killed

Ron Hnwanf and Cindy Williams are
now married. They are both conservative young adults who inad
vertently get caught in the middle of an
antiwar
demonstration
Police
brutality runs rampant through these
scenes Howard dons a mustache in this
part which makes him look like Richie
Cunningham doing an imitation of
(lark Gable. These two are both so type
cast from their television series that
one expects I-averne and Fonzie to
appear on the screen at any second. It is
difficult to imagine either one of them
ever playing another part without
reminding the audience of their
television characters
Candy Clark and Mackenzie Phillips
are hippies and are caught up in that
life style The producer uses a triple
screen and psychedelic
lights
throughout these scenes This might
have worked on an audience of acid
freaks but it took away from what was a
tremendous acting job by Clark
The scenes went back and forth
through the different years between
1964 and 1968 This became confusing at
points and the transitions were not very
smooth The smooth transition between
scenes was one of the highlights of the?
first film, and was one of the major
downfalls of the second one. ..
Outside of starting the film with a
song from 1955 (Rock Around the
Clock) the soundtrack to the orginal
American Graffiti accurately reflected
most of the hit songs from 1962
However, in More American Graffiti it
is hard to imagine the years of 1964 to
1968 without one song from the Beatles

or the Rolling Stones! Roy Orbinson
refused to let his song "Pretty Woman"
be used in the film because of this
omission
Perhaps the biggest fault with More
American Graffiti is that it is trying to
do the impossible It is the follow up to
an all time classic movie, and it is
nostalgic about an era that most people
are trying to forget about. It is easy to
be nostalgic about senior year, hot rods,
and cruising, but it is not as easy to be
nostaligic about the brutalness of the
Vietnam war. strung out drug addicts,
and police clubbing students in anti-war
demonstrations
More American
Graffiti looks back on an era that
nobody wants to look back on. We watch
the characters from 1962. but these
characters do not become what we
hoped they would be In short, the
characters in More American Graffiti
might have been better off if they had
not left 1962

University
movies
Each are for one dollar per person.
Aug. 23 - 25 - A Star is Born.
Aug. 26 - Enter the Dragon
Aug 27 - 28 -- Unmarried Woman.
Aug 29 - 30 - High Anxiety.
Aug. 31 - Magnum Force.

Arts writers
wanted

Meditation Chapel open
for quiet times
The Chapel of Meditation, located in
the University plaza, area, is now open
to all members of the University
community Throughout the day there
are no special services in the Chapel
unless announced, thus individuals or
small groups can use the Chapel for
meditation, prayer or quiet time
During the evening the Chapel can be
used by groups for special services. The
group must contact the Office of

recordsmith 1

and Associates
Dr. C. L. Davis and Dr. 0. B. Coleman
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Announce that they have moved downstairs,

KNACK, CDB, ROBERT PALMER,
J.J. CALE
OTHER GREAT SPECIALS

OLD FASHIONED

said that there will be some floor seats
available for each event.
Tickets can be purchased during any
regular store hours, that is from 11 a.m.
to 9 p.m. Monday through Saturday up
until four hours prior to showtime.
Smith emphasized that there will not
be any shortage of tickets as Rupp
Arena will supply as many tickets as he
can sell.
Recordsmith is currently selling
tickets for two concerts Rush and Pat
Travers will be in concert Wednesday,
September 5, 1979, at 8 p.m. Kenny
Rodgers, Dottie West and the Oak
Ridge Boys will perform on Friday,
October 5, 1979, at 8 p.m.
Tickets for the Rush concert will be
17 25 and 18.25 plus the 28 cents service
charge while tickets for the other
concert will be $9 and HO plus the
service charge.
Both concerts will be held at Rupp
Arena which is located in the Lexington
Civic Center on Vine Street. More information about this and other concerts
will be aired on WKQQ-FM.

JIM'S
PAWN
SHOP

Dr. W. R. Isaacs

ALBUMS*8-TR*CASSETTES
THESE

Recordsmith named
official ticket outlet

Any University student interested
in writing for the Progress in the area
of arts, please contact Ginny Eager at
3106.
This area of the paper includes
By GINNVEAGER
Editor
reviews of campus musical and
theatre groups, reviews of any outside
Recordsmith. a local record shop, has
groups which
perform at
the
University and other art related announced that it is now the official
Rupp Arena Ticket outlet for the Richstories.
mond area It is located at Porter Plaza
Anyone interested should try to behind Jerry's on the Eastern By-Pass.
contact Eager before Friday, August
According to Dan-ell Smith, owner,
tickets for all of the concerts and for
24, 1979. 4 p.m.
most of the family oriented entertainment will be available at
Recordsmith.
This is the first and only such ticket
outlet in Richmond. Occasionally in the
past Recordsmith was able to offer
some tickets to some concerts at
Student Activities and also the
regular prices with a Si service charge
Chaplain's office to schedule events.
but for the majority of Rupp Arena
The Chapel is also used for weddings
events, tickets had to be purchased in
and anyone interested in using the
Lexington.
Chapel for this purpose should contact
The tickets will be sold on a first
the Chaplain's office.
come - first serve basis. No checks will
The Chaplain's hours are from 1 to
be accepted and there will be a 10 ticket
limit per customer and a 25 cents
430 p.m. Monday through Friday.
service charge per ticket.
Appointments can be scheduled
The seating location of the tickets will
through his secretary, telephone 6222355
vary from concert to concert but Smith
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Kansas may not be the
Stones, but they're rollin'
By KATHIE STAMPS
sun Writer
Okay, to they're not the Rolling
Stones But Kansas is a hot band with
nothing but "up" in their vocabulary
Their sixth album, "Monolith"
(seventh counting the double live "Two
(or the Show") is indeed one of the best
new albums on the shelves today. Lead
singer and keyboardist Steve Walsh,
and lead guitarist Kerry Livgren have
done most of the writing on the new set
(all the previous ones for that matter)
and their teamwork does wonders for
the outcome of the songs.
The lead track. "People of the South
Wind." is the literal translation for the
ancient Indian word Kansas. It was
only a matter of time before Livgren
picked up on this and incorporated it
into a song. The song may sound "pop"
to the old die-hard Kansas fan, but hey.
it's getting them airplay (heavy air
play) on every radio sUtion in the
country. This particular cut is making
the group Kansas known to every
American who even casually listens to
the radio.

Kansas is an absolutely dynamic
group in concert. Their second venture
to Lexington's Rupp Arena earlier in
August had ten thousand people on their
feet and begging for more.
Lead singer Walsh appeared in cut off
football pants, a T-shirt and a

A hot band with nothing but 'up'
in their vocabulaiiry
gorgeously tanned and muscular body
(Last year, his attire consisted mainly
of gym shorts.) His jumping around
and gyrations all over the stage could
have seemed to some a take-off on a
Mick Jagger or Elvis Presley, but on
closer notice, one sensed this was how
Walsh got his intense energy to belt out
those vocals and play a mean set of
electric keyboards.
In total contrast, Livgren appeared
not to have shed one drop of sweat He
stood on the opposite end of the sUge

Riding high
-Breaking Away" has been proclaimed the summer hit of and the movie deals with their relationship to the college
the movie circuit by many critics nationwide. The film is community Shown here are Robyn Douglass who plays
about four high school graduates who choose not to go to Katherine and Dennis Christopher who plays Dave.
college. The major twist is that the boys bve in a college town ■

Two by Two tells Noah's
story with a musical touch
There's an old Sunday School song
that goes.
He. gathered all the
animals, two by two: the hippo jameramous and the kangeroo!" The
mental picture of Noah, his family, and
two of each of all the earth's creatures
has always nudged our imagination.
"Two by Two." the Rodgers and
Hammerstefn musical, brings to life
the ark's story, and it's a great tale of
family life, as old as the hills and a
modern and as explosive as nuclear

power. It just goes to prove that there is
nothing new under the sun - or should I
say under the rainbow.
Noah, his wife, his sons, and their
wives will sail right out of the Old
Testament and straight into your heart,
as you laugh with them, cry with them
and fall head over water-wings in love
with the whole crew. Add to this the
sparkling music of those two masters of
musical comedy. Richard Rodgers and
Oscar Hammerstein and it's an un-

beatable evening.
Then, at the end - our family sets out
to enjoy a brand new. fresh-washed
world What an appropriate opening for
a new enterprise. "Two by Two" will
open the New Bluegrass Dinner
Theatre off N Broadway. Lexington on
August 7 and will play every evening
except Sundays and Mondays through
September I, For reservations, call 605299*107 -and do call. You don't want to
miss this one.

The Rodgers and Hammerstein musical "Two by Two" is presently being
performed at the Bluegrass Dinner Theatre. Shown here are Mary Stout and
I«iis Seeger Crums who portray Noah and his wife in the play. The production
isa musical thai tells the story of the flood

the group between songs): Dave Hope
on bass, knick named "Smokey" Dave,
as he rarely spent more than a minute
without a cigarette hanging from his
lips: Phil Ehart on drums, and wrapping up the ensemble, Richard
Williams on guitars.
Kansas was formed in the early
seventies where most of the guys attended the same high school in Topeka
Their first release on Kirshner records
(and tapes! > hit the stores in 1974. and
from there it has been a slow but sure
uphill climb.
"Masque." and "Songs for America"
followed their debut effort, but it wasn't
until 1976 with the release of "Lettoverture" that they came into national
acclaim. "Carry On Wayward Son"
was the "smash hit" from the Ip, and is
still a favorite by old and new Kansas
fans alike.
"Point of Know Return" followed
that one. gaining even more recognition
with several good tunes off that one
getting airplay, then a two record live
set came out, and finally, "Monolith"
their latest. Lotta good stuff on this one.
from the upbeat "People of the South
Wind." to the finely orchestrated
"Angels Have Fallen," to the slow and
melodic "Reason to Be." to the funky
"SUy Out of Trouble."
You may have let this group pass you
by in your selections of Stones and
Springsteen albums to add to your
collection, but don't let it happen again,
okay' Do pick up "Monolith." And
when they come back to Rupp Arena
next summer, girls, please try to get
front row seats (preferably stage right)
to catch Steve Walsh in action Next
tour I predict he'll be wearing swim
trunks.

Eastern Kentucky University
-Center Board

UNIVERSITY
Presented in Pearl Buchanan Theatre,
Keen Johnson Building, seven nights per week.
Limited EKU community. For additional
information call 622-3855. Admission '1.00

Presents

The First Concert Of The Year

GENE COTTON

She laughs, she cries, she feels angry,
she feds lonely, she fee 1* guSty,
she makes breakfast, she makes love,
she makes do, she Is strong, she Is weak,
she Is brave, she Is scared, she Is...

BARBRA
STREISAND

from Walsh, playing lead guitar like it
was something from a BrimhaH's Made
Easy for Guitar book.
The other members of the six-man
band from Topeka. consisted of Robbie
Steinhartd on electric violin (and
sometimes acting as spokesperson for

KRIS
KRISTOFFERSON

September 23, 24, 25th
Thursday 6:00-9:00
Friday 7:00-10-00
Saturday 7:00-10:00
& Midnite

Enter The Dragon
Bruce Lee
nflSunday, September 26th

JILL CLAYBURGH ALAN BATES

7:00-9:30

MEL BROOKS

PAIHMAZURSKY-S-

AN UNMARRIED WOMAN
MICHAEL MURPHY CUFF GORMAN
■M»> MM aaA/uawi* — torn MI

PC

[R-SBfcS-l

.'T- c "•»• i—-««■■*

September 27, 28th
Monday 7:00-9:30
Tuesday 7:00-9:30

MADELINE KAHH • CLOfilS LEACHMAN- HARVEY KORMAN

I

V

September 29, 30th
Wed. 7:30 Thurs. 9:00

?®

"Take advantage
of good movies
and good prices.

September 11, 7:30
Brock Auditorium
Students *2.00 NonStudents '3.00
?»

Tickets on sale September 4th
Powell Information Desk
Coates Administration Building
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Grad students working
full time limited to six hours

The n.ne coll.ee. within the univamtiaa. tharr |
..location, indud.:,^
SS^".. \\ "
•2 College of Applied Arti and Technology
Kan Hanaaon. Deon.r'ltipetrlck 301
3« College of All>ed Heelth and Nurwng
DavU Gala. Deer. Rowlett 202 'rnij=if"
41 Collate of Arti and Humanity, §
Or. John Long. Dee*. Keith 121
42 College ol Buiineai
Howard Thompaon. Dean

Comb. 317

54 College ol Natural and Mathamatical Science!

42 Collaga of Education

Oonald Batch, Dean

Dbton Ban . Dean...Comb. 421

Memorial Scianca 224

S3 Collage ol Social and Behavioral Sciencae

14 Collate of HPERA

Ruiaal Eniie. D. an

RiMBel Boane. Dean

Roark 105

4 Collage ol Law Enforcement
Robert Poeey. Dean

V.

Begley 207

Straiton 467

College structure facelifted

(Continued from page II

Associate Dean. Or Jim Karns
Chairmen
Accounting. Dr Claude
Smith Business Administration. Dr
Gene Burton. Business Education and
Office Administration. Dr Alfred
Patrick. Economics, Dr Donald
Stiadoan
College of Education Dean. Dr
Ihxon Barr Combs 421: Associate
Dean, I»r I.inward Doak. Chairmen:
Educational Administration. Dr
Charles Hoss Educational Foun
da t ions Dr
William McKinney;
Educational Psychology and Guidance.
Dr
Lola
Doane;
Elementary
Education
Dr
William Morns;
Ubrary Science l>r Juanita Phillips:
Professional laboratory Experiences.
Dr David Rush Secondary and Higher

education, Dr. Joe Wise; Special
Education and Rehabilitation. Dr.
William David;
College
of " Health, Physical
Education. Recreation and Athletics:
Dean. Dr Russel Bogue. Begley 207;
Associate Dean, (none); Chairmen:
Physical Education (Men), Dr. Fred
Darling: Physical Education (Women),
Dr Ann Uhlir; Recreation and Park
Administration, Dr. James McChesney; School and Public Health, Dr.
liar-man Bush;
College of Law Enforcement - Dean,
Dr Robert Posey, Stratton 467;
Associate Dean, Dr. Truitt Ricks;
Chairmen: Correctional Service*, Dr.
Charles Reedy; Fire Prevention and
Control, Dr Dale Cozad; Police Administration. Dr. Robert Bagby;
Traffic Safety Institute, Dr William

Browne. '
. College of Natural and Mathematical
Sciences - Deaii, Dr. Donald Batch.
Memorial Science 2J4; Associate Dean
Dr. Wallace Dixon; Chairmen.
Biology. Dr. Edwin Hess; Chemistry.
Dr. Harry Smiley, Geology, Dr. Harry
Hoge; Mathematical Sciences (acting),
Maryjo Levan; Natural Science, (to be
named); Physics. Dr. Ted George.
College of Social and Behavioral
Sciences; Dean. Dr Russell Enzie;
Roark 105; Associate Dean, Dr. Kenneth Nelson; Chairmen: Anthropology,
Sociology, and Social Work, Dr. Vance
Wisenbaker; Geography, Dr. Ronald
Marionneaux; History, Dr. George
Robinson; Political Science, Dr. Allen
Singleton: Psychology, (to be named):
Social Science, (to be named).

By ROB DOLLAR
Managing Editor
A new University regulation which
establishes a maximum load limit of six
graduate hours for graduate students
who are employed on a full-time basis
during any semester will be In full
swing this year.
According to Dr. Charles Gibson,
dean of the Graduate School, the new
policy was approved and passed by the
Board of Regents at the April 21, 1979
meeting.
"It came about due to the concern of
the University that the overall quality
of much of the graduate offerings was
being diminished as a result of students
attempting unrealistic overloads while
they were working full-time," stated
Gibson.
Gibson said that the regulation was
originally adopted and approved by the
Graduate Council and then sent to the
Council on Academic Affairs, the
Faculty Senate, and eventually the
Board of Regents where it met final
approval.
The basic rationale behind the new
regulation was the concern for the
quality of the overall graduate instruction, as well as the beneficial
effect it had on graduate students so at
to insure that they would not attempt
unrealistic overloads and thus
jeopardize (heir jobs and their graduate

study, explained Gibson
It was emphasized that the intent of
the new regulation was not to stress
punitive, retalitory, or dire con
sequences if It was broken, but Instead
to dwell on the positive aspects of the
policy, according to Gibson
Concerning the enforcement of the
policy, Gibson stated that just like
enforcing any other rules "there will be
problems with it"
He said that the main basis for enforcement would be the graduate
student's application to the grad school
which has a section pertaining to
employment status, as well as checking
with employers if any questions arise.
Gibson stated that the largest group
of individuals that the new regulation
effected, which incidentally is the same
group where the main problem has
been in the past, would be teachers
attending grad school for additional
graduate credit.
In the past, some teachers have
sought to take as much graduate work
as possible, while still employed fulltime, so as to take advantage of salary
increase Incentives, Gibson pointed out.
Gibson said that the teachers could
easily be checked on through public
school records, as well as by contacting
the specific school superintendents to
verify employment status.
"I guess a student may attempt to
beat the system and they will be sub-.

jecting themselves to the falsification
of records which is what it really
amounts to," Gibson responded when
asked what the University would do if
an employed student fsiled to inform
them that he was employed.
Students found in violation of the
regulation would not be permitted to
use any credits beyond the six hours
limitation toward fulfillment of any
program or degree requirements at the
University, according to Gibson.
Whether or not any other University
action would be taken against violators
would probably depend on whether the
student willfully and maliciously
falsified
a
particular
record,
speculated Gibson.
If this was found to be the case,
provisions existed in the University
Student handbook which dealt with the
situation, stated Gibson.
"I suppose a student could lie to its
and get by, but he runs the risk of
jeopardizing his future job prospects,
as well as the loss of credits," observed
Gibson.
He expressed the hope that students
would cooperate with the regulation in
good faith, just as the University plans
to enforce it in good faith.
Gibson noted that a similar
regulation has already existed for a
number of years at all of the regional
universities, as well as the University
of Kentucky.

Powell highlights year
(Continued from page II

According to Powell, he then
recommended the project to the Board
of Regents which approved it and extended the opportunity to the other two
banks in Madison County, as well as to
State Bank and Trust.
The location was jointly determined
with the University concerned mostly
with security and the banks with
student access.
Powell noted that Western has a
similar facilityon their campus and that
the project was done at the complete
expense of the banks.

Presently, only State Bank and Trust
will provide service at the facility, but
Powell predicted that the other two
banks would probably also participate
at one time in the future.
"It's a service and hopefully it will
permit some of our students to do a
little bit better management of their
money," Powell said of the new facilty.
Also discussed at the luncheon was
the new Master of Science degree in
Nursing which was recently approved
by the Board of Regents.
According to Powell, the new degree
is still in the proposal state and must

meet the approval of the Council on
Higher Education, which Powell termed a "pretty big hurdle."
Concerning the impact that the new
degree might have on the University.
Powell implied that besides helping to
attract teachers who were trained
specialists to the nursing program, that
it would certainly benefit the Associate
and Baccalaureate programs.
He also added that the program
would provide an excellent service to
the Commonwealth and those individuals involved in the health care
professions
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